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Successful acquisition and execution of motor skills require an intact motor but also high 
functioning sensory system. Cutaneous and proprioceptive stimuli provide feedback to the 
central nervous system via peripheral receptors and are essential to accurately perform 
activities of daily living, such as reaching and grasping movements [1]. Theoretical 
models verified by computational simulations predict the involvement of the sensory 
system in human motor function [2]. Such theoretical predictions are strengthened by 
clinical data showing that movement quality is reduced in macaques with an ablated 
sensory cortex [3] and humans with a damaged sensory system, such as spinal cord 
patients [4,5]. In addition, the magnitude of sensory function preservation after a stroke is 
positively associated with motor function and potential for motor recovery [6]. Together, 
these studies demonstrate a relationship between sensory and motor function that can be 
exploited in the rehabilitation of neurological patients suffering from motor dysfunctions 
who are unable to perform voluntary contractions to (re)learn motor skills.
1.1 SOMATOSENSORY ELECTRICAL STIMULATION INCREASES MOTOR 
PERFORMANCE
The idea that peripheral sensory stimulation can benefit patients with disorders 
affecting the central nervous system has been around for over three decades [7]. 
Indeed, enhancing sensory input using weak peripheral stimulation in the form of 
somatosensory electrical stimulation (SES), in this thesis defined as low-intensity (i.e., 
below motor threshold) electrical stimulation of peripheral nerves that excites cutaneous 
and proprioceptive afferents, improved functional motor performance in stroke patients 
[8,9]. Such effects appear to be spatially specific because SES to the paretic arm, but 
not to the paretic leg, immediately increased arm motor function in stroke patients [9]. 
In addition to the immediate effects, SES-induced increases in motor performance can 
outlast the period of stimulation up to one month [8], and there are indications that such 
effects may be transferable to the non-stimulated limb [10]. These studies highlight the 
clinical applicability of SES by showing its immediate effects on skill acquisition and its 
delayed effects on skill consolidation, defined as the offline enhancement or stabilization 
of motor memories [11]. However, the effects of SES have been only demonstrated in 
stroke patients and the mechanisms through which SES operates are fundamentally 
unclear. Mechanistic knowledge obtained in a healthy population could increase the 
efficacy of SES protocols in a clinical setting. The present thesis therefore focuses on 
the effects of SES on skill learning in healthy young adults and in addition aims to 
identify the mechanisms through which SES increases motor function by examining 
neurophysiological processes involved in motor learning using transcranial magnetic 
stimulation (TMS) and electroencephalography (EEG).
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1.2 NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL MECHANISMS UNDERLYING SES-INDUCED 
IMPROVEMENTS IN MOTOR PERFORMANCE
At least part of the improvements in motor performance after SES can be attributed to 
adaptations in the central nervous system. With the development of EEG in 1929 by 
Hans Berger and TMS in 1985 by Anthony Barker [12], it became possible to study brain 
activity and excitability non-invasively. Based on fundamental neuroscientific stepping-
stones in the form of models of synaptic plasticity developed by Donald Hebb that are 
presented in his book ‘Organization of Behavior’ [13] and empirical evidence in mammals 
for this concept by means of long-term potentiation [14], EEG and TMS have increasingly 
been used to study the adaptability of synaptic connectivity in response to motor learning 
and sensory stimulation in the past 20 years [15-17]. 
It has become clear that the sensory and motor system interact at the segmental level 
through spinal interneurons that integrate sensory inputs and motor outputs [18]. At the 
cortical level, axons interconnecting the somatosensory cortex and the primary motor 
cortex (M1) were identified in rodents [19] and humans [20]. Such connections represent 
a neuroanatomical basis for SES-induced plasticity of the central nervous system that is 
evidenced by electrophysiological and imaging studies that revealed elevated excitability 
and activity levels in the contralateral M1, supplementary motor area, dorsolateral 
premotor area, posterior parietal cortex, primary sensory cortex, ipsilateral cerebellum, 
and bilateral secondary sensory cortex following SES [21-29]. Afferent sensory volleys 
from the upper extremity modify M1 most likely through corticocortical connections that 
link the M1 with the primary sensory cortex, secondary sensory cortex, and sensorimotor 
parietal cortex [20]. Direct evidence that SES modifies M1 comes from TMS studies that 
showed that SES increases the excitability of corticospinal pyramidal neurons in M1 
[30,31]. These data point to use-dependent adaptations in synaptic plasticity after passive 
SES that are similar to synaptic plasticity after active motor practice, thereby giving rise 
to the idea that SES-induced increases in motor performance are mediated by cortical 
plasticity. However, such predictions are unconfirmed and it is unclear what aspects of 
synaptic plasticity, if at all, mediate increases in motor performance. Taken together, 
while clinical studies unequivocally showed that SES can increase motor performance, 
the mechanisms through which SES operates are unclear. A better understanding of 
these mechanisms may aid in optimizing rehabilitative SES protocols for neurological 
patients suffering from motor dysfunctions.
 
1.3 THESIS AIMS AND OUTLINE
The present thesis primarily aims to examine the effects of SES on the acquisition, 
consolidation, and interlimb transfer of a manual visuomotor skill in healthy young adults. 
As a secondary aim, potential mechanisms underlying SES-induced effects on motor 
performance are evaluated with TMS and EEG. To address these questions, chapter 2 
provides a detailed narrative review of the available literature and presents hypotheses that 
are examined in chapters 3-5 of this thesis. Specifically, we evaluated whether SES alone 
and in combination with motor practice increases motor performance in a healthy young 
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population, and whether such effects are specific to the stimulated hand or transferable 
to the non-stimulated contralateral hand (chapter 3). In addition, we examined not only 
the immediate, but also the delayed effects of SES after 24 hours and seven days on motor 
performance (chapter 4). In chapters 3 and 4, we used TMS to examine cortical plasticity 
by quantifying corticospinal, intracortical, and interhemispheric excitability within and 
between M1s. Because TMS is only able to measure one structure and complex motor skill 
acquisition, consolidation, and transfer involve multiple brain structures, we assessed the 
relative importance of activity within brain areas and connectivity between brain areas 
for the SES-induced immediate and delayed effects on the acquisition, consolidation, and 
transfer of motor skills using EEG (chapter 5). A general discussion of the information 
obtained in chapters 2-5 will be provided in chapter 6, culminating in the conclusion of 
the present thesis. 
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This analytic review reports how prolonged periods of somatosensory 
electric stimulation (SES) with repetitive transcutaneous nerve stimu-
lation can have ‘direct’ and ‘crossed’ effects on brain activation, 
corticospinal excitability, and motor performance. A review of 26 studies 
involving 315 healthy and 78 stroke and dystonia patients showed 
that the direct effects of SES increased corticospinal excitability up 
to 40% (effect size: 0.2 to 6.1) and motor performance up to 14% 
(effect size: 0.3 to 3.1) but these two features did not correlate. SES 
did not affect measures of intracortical excitability. Most likely, a long-
term potentiation-like mechanism in the excitatory glutamatergic 
connections between the primary sensory and motor cortices mediates 
the direct effects of SES on corticospinal excitability and motor 
performance. We propose two models for the untested hypothesis that 
adding SES to unilateral motor practice could magnify the magnitude of 
inter-limb transfer. If tenable, the hypothesis would expand the evolving 
repertoire of sensory augmentation of cross-education using mirrors 
and add SES as an alternative to conventional rehabilitation strategies 




Sensory inputs are necessary for the successful execution and acquisition of skillful 
voluntary movements. Stimuli from the environment activate skin, pain, temperature, 
pressure, tendon, and muscle receptors that provide feedback for, for example, finger 
movements while typing, monitoring the position of the arm in space during reaching, 
and fine tuning facial expressions [1-5]. Sensory inputs are also required for learning 
motor skills [6-9]. In contrast, patients with dysfunctional peripheral sensory receptors 
execute voluntary movements inaccurately or in severe cases are unable to grasp 
a pen, write, and fasten shirt buttons with one hand [10-12]. Primates with ablated 
somatosensory cortex have great difficulty in learning to catch a falling food pellet [13] 
and somatosensory deficits caused by an ischemic stroke interfere with the recovery of 
voluntary movements [14-16].
The empirical and clinical observations concerning the key role of sensory inputs in 
motor function gave rise the hypothesis that augmenting sensory inputs through 
somatosensory electrical stimulation (SES) could perhaps improve function and reduce 
weakness by enhancing the excitability of the neuronal path projecting to muscles and 
joints wherein the sensory receptors are stimulated [17-23]. However, the mechanism of 
how, if at all, SES increases motor function is incompletely understood. While transcranial 
magnetic brain stimulation (TMS) and imaging studies report consistent increases in 
the excitability of the primary motor (M1) and sensory (S1) cortices and other elements 
in the sensorimotor network (see below), such changes do not always improve motor 
function (cf. [24] as many studies report actually reductions in motor excitability after 
SES [25-29]). In addition, the optimal SES parameters (duration, intensity, frequency) 
for modulating plasticity in M1 and S1 are unclear and there is also ambiguity if the 
parameters that increase neuronal excitability also improve motor function. Although 
the direct effects of SES are focal within, for example, the hand area, there is also 
evidence that SES can give rise to effects that cross to remote brain areas in particular to 
contralateral homologous structures [30-33]. 
Targeting neurologists, physical therapists, and other rehabilitation experts, the present 
narrative review provides an integrative analysis of the direct and crossed effects of 
electrical SES on neuronal excitability and motor function. Here we consider a form of SES 
that could be used in a clinical setting to improve motor function and define it as painless, 
low frequency and prolonged (≥ 20 minutes) transcutaneous electrical stimulation of 
a peripheral nerve or motor point at current intensities below, at, or just above motor 
threshold [24]. The hypothesis is that such SES modality would increase corticospinal 
and motor cortical excitability, and brain activation, and also produce improvements in 
motor function in healthy individuals or in patients who suffer from a motor dysfunction. 
The hypothesis focuses on the motor brain due to minimal data on the effects of SES 
on spinal excitability in upper extremity muscles. First, we review the neuroanatomical 
paths that convey sensory signals to target motor areas in the brain. Second, we analyze 
the mechanisms of how SES increases corticospinal and M1 excitability and review how 
SES parameters affect corticospinal and M1 plasticity. Third, we examine the association 
between changes in corticospinal and M1 plasticity (cf. [34] and the ensuing changes 
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in motor function. Finally, we present models for the direct and crossed effects of SES. 
Within the conceptual framework of cross-education [35-41], we propose the untested 
and provocative hypothesis that adding SES to unilateral motor practice could magnify 
the magnitude of interlimb transfer. If tenable, the hypothesis would expand the evolving 
repertoire of sensory augmentation of cross-education [38,41] and provide alternatives to 
conventional methods such as constraint-induced movement therapy [42] which are not 
suitable for patients with a unilateral orthopedic injuries [43-46].
To reduce variation between studies in methods and subjects, the analysis includes 
studies that used prolonged SES in the form of electrical stimulation, functional electrical 
stimulation, peripheral nerve stimulation, electrical nerve stimulation, and paired 
associative stimulation (PAS) directly to a peripheral nerve or to the motor point of an upper 
extremity muscle. PAS, which we consider here as a form of SES, combines peripheral 
electrical nerve stimuli with magnetic pulses delivered to the motor cortex with specific 
interstimulus intervals and intensities [47]. We included PAS with the understanding 
that it produces heterotopic plasticity presumably through associative long-term 
potentiation [48]. In contrast, other forms of SES, using electrical-only stimuli, produce 
homotopic plasticity (Table S1). Because of this important difference, we analyzed PAS 
as a separate form of SES. We did not consider studies designed to probe the immediate 
(> 1 s) effects of single cutaneomuscular stimuli on the motor brain [25-29,31,49]. We 
excluded electrical muscle stimulation that produces strong muscle contractions in the 
form of neuromuscular electrical stimulation [50], uses high frequency transcutaneous 
nerve stimulation to manage pain [51], and studies targeting lower extremity muscles 
[52-55]. We also excluded mechanical vibration from the analysis because of its unique 
nature as a sensory stimulus [56]. Using such inclusion criteria, we found that the effects 
of SES on corticospinal excitability were tested in healthy participants only in the age 
range of 25.5 – 36.5 years without testing motor performance. In contrast, the studies 
that determined changes in motor performance used only patients and did not measure 
changes in neuronal excitability. These latter studies uniformly showed improvements 
in motor performance. “Direct” effects produced by SES are those that modulate the 
excitability of spinal, corticospinal, and cortical structures associated with the site of 
stimulation, whereas “crossed” effects are those that modulate the excitability of the 
contralateral structures not targeted by the direct effects.
2.2 DIRECT EFFECTS OF SES MODULATE MOTOR EXCITABILITY
2.2.1 Neuroanatomical basis of how SES modulates motor excitability
Non-painful SES at near-motor threshold intensity excites group Ia primary large muscle 
afferents, group Ib afferents from Golgi organs, and group II afferents from slow and 
rapidly adapting skin afferents, as well as secondary muscle afferent fibers [57,58]. 
Neuroanatomical, electrophysiological, and imaging data suggest that SES affects the 
excitability of the contralateral S1, supplementary motor area, dorsal premotor cortex, 
posterior parietal cortex, M1, and ipsilateral cerebellum and bilateral S2 [59-67]. Most 
likely corticocortical connections mediate the effects of peripheral SES on M1 because 
the number and strength of the direct connections between peripheral sensory receptors 
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on one side of the body and the contralateral M1 are few and weak [68-71]. For the 
upper extremity, the sensory volley ascends in the dorsal medial lemniscus to nucleus 
cuneatus in the medulla oblongata and after crossing, sensory signals enter the ventral 
posterolateral nucleus in the rostral thalamus and project to S1 (Brodmann areas 1, 2 
3a, 3b, and 4) and S2 (Brodmann areas 40 and 43) [72-74]. There are direct connections 
between areas 1 and 2 of S1 and M1 [69,70,75,76], between S2 and M1 [70], and 
between areas 5 and 7 of the posterior parietal cortex and M1 [70,77] within the same 
hemisphere, making it possible for SES to affect M1. These connections seem to be 
somatotopically organized in mammals [76,78], including humans [79] so that the same 
body parts are connected between S1 and M1. Sensory signals from S1 reach pyramidal 
tract cells, the motor cortical output cells, in layer V through monosynaptic connections 
or via oligosynaptic connections, with interneurons relaying the signals in layers II and III 
[80,81]. Severing these connections within the same hemisphere impairs motor function 
in primates [82]. With parameters used in human studies, activation of the neurons in the 
sensorimotor thalamus and S1 can induce long-term potentiation in M1 via excitatory 
glutamatergic synapses [83,84] and can increase the synaptic density in M1 [85]. SES can 
modulate cerebellar excitability and in turn affect the activity of S1-M1 connections via 
the ventrolateral thalamic nuclei because hemicerebellectomy in rats prevents the SES-
induced increase in M1 excitability [65,86]. We note that there are reciprocal effects from 
M1 to S1 via direct corticocortical connections that can modulate the state of S1 [117]. 
 
2.2.2 SES modulates corticospinal excitability 
To the best of our knowledge, there are no studies that examined spinal reflexes in upper 
extremity muscles after prolonged SES. SES does not affect the amplitude of maximal 
compound action potential, F-wave amplitude and its persistence, and the responses to 
electrical brainstem stimulation [57,87].
2.2.2.1 Effects of SES location and frequency 
Non-painful forms of SES that produce minimal or no muscle contraction can decrease 
or increase corticospinal excitability. SES of the median nerve at ~100 Hz for 40 minutes 
at motor threshold intensity increased corticospinal excitability approximately 56% (p 
< 0.05; effect size: 1.31) as estimated by the amplitude of the motor evoked potentials 
(MEP) in the abductor pollicis brevis [88]. SES of the ulnar nerve at ~10 Hz for 120 
minutes at around motor-threshold intensity increased corticospinal excitability 82% 
(p < 0.05; effect size: 1.00) in the first dorsal interosseous [87] and the abductor digiti 
minimi [58]. SES of the radial and ulnar nerves simultaneously at 10 Hz for 120 minutes 
at motor threshold intensity increased corticospinal excitability 74% (p < 0.05; effect 
size: 6.1) in the first dorsal interosseus [89,90]. On average from all the relevant studies, 
SES of a peripheral mixed nerve increased corticospinal excitability 73.5% (±22) in 150 
healthy young males and females (five studies).
When SES targeted a motor point instead of a motor nerve, the changes in corticospinal 
excitability were smaller and less consistent (Table S1, online supplement). SES to the 
biceps brachii for 30 minutes at below-motor threshold intensity at 10 or 100 Hz [91] and 
to the abductor pollicis brevis at 100 Hz [92] decreased corticospinal excitability 45, 50, 
and 69% (all p < 0.05; effect sizes: 0.87, 0.70, and 2.60), respectively, in 25 healthy young 
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participants. In contrast, concurrent SES of the first dorsal interosseus and abductor 
pollicis brevis [93] (3.5 Hz, 60 minutes), biceps brachii [91] (10 or 30 Hz), and first dorsal 
interosseus [89] modified corticospinal excitability 68, -10, 125, and 50% (effect sizes: 
1.01, 0.50, 0.82, non-computable), respectively in 36 young participants.
 
PAS (interstimulus interval, 25 ms) with the peripheral stimulus targeting the median 
nerve [48,94,95], radial and ulnar nerve [96], extensor carpi radialis [97], and first dorsal 
interosseus [98-100] at 7 Hz for 31 minutes at just-below motor threshold intensity 
increased corticospinal excitability 64% (p < 0.05; effect size range: 0.50 to 5.7) in 121 
healthy young participants. PAS (interstimulus interval of 25 ms, peripheral stimulus 
0.1 ms pulse duration), targeting the first dorsal interosseous muscle motor point also 
produced bidirectional effects; trains of SES, delivered every 10 s to the first dorsal 
interosseus motor point at 3 Hz (two pulses per 660 ms train) or 30 Hz (20 pulses per 
660 ms train), respectively, depressed and increased corticospinal excitability [99]. The 
authors explained this bidirectional effect by SES strengthening or weakening synaptic 
connections in a frequency-dependent manner through long-term potentiation or 
depression-like mechanisms, respectively.
For all SES protocols, there is also large between-subject variation so that 25% of 
participants showed depression while other subjects showed MEP facilitation after the 
same protocol [89]. Overall, SES delivered, respectively, to a peripheral mixed nerve 
compared with a motor point, increased corticospinal excitability 7-fold more, 74% 
(±22) versus 10% (±72), whereas PAS increased corticospinal excitability 61% (±50). 
The large effect is probably due to nerve but not the motor point stimulation activating 
the sensory fibers.
2.2.2.2 Effects of SES intensity 
We examined the association between SES intensity and corticospinal excitability by 
categorizing SES into sub-sensory, low sensory, high sensory, and low motor intensity 
in relation to perceptual or motor threshold. Corticospinal excitability seems to be 
sensitive to SES intensity because the effects ranged between depression and facilitation 
of the TMS-generated MEPs. SES delivered at a high sensory intensity (i.e., two times 
perceptual threshold) increased corticospinal excitability 34% (range -0.18 to 68%; 
effect size range: 0.0 to 1.0) [58,101] but low sensory stimulation at a high frequency 
(55 Hz) decreased corticospinal excitability as much as 42% (effect size range: 0.2 to 
2.6) (Figure 2.1) [91,92,102]. PAS (interstimulus interval 25 ms) at high sensory intensity 
at a frequency of 0.1 Hz increased corticospinal excitability 60% (p < 0.05; effect size 
range: 1.0 to 5.2) [48,94,95], whereas PAS at an intensity just above motor threshold at a 
frequency of 10.5 Hz increased corticospinal excitability 66% (p < 0.05; effect size range: 
0.5 to 3.13) [90,96-99]. Because no study has systemically manipulated frequency and 
intensity, we can only assume an interaction between these two factors. 
2.2.2.3 Effects SES duration 
Concerning the duration of SES, previous studies found that corticospinal excitability 
peaked and function in low back patients improved after 30 to 60 minutes after 




























































Duration of somatosensory stimulation, minutes
Intensity of somatosensory stimulation
Frequency of somatosensory stimulation
Figure 2.1. Somatosensory electrical stimulation (SES) increases corticospinal excitability and motor 
performance. Panel A. Association between duration of SES of a motor nerve or a muscle thorough a motor 
point at a frequency 0.1 to 100 Hz and intensity ranging between below perceptual threshold and just-above 
motor threshold and changes in MEP size. The equation y = -0.052 + 8.5x - 248.9, R² = 0.83 describes 
the relationship. A log-transformation of the data does not affect the relationship. Panel B. Effects of SES 
intensity on corticospinal excitability (filled columns; data from 1, 4, 2, and 7 studies per intensity category) 
and motor performance (open columns; data from 2, 2, 5, and 2 studies per intensity category). The four 
intensity categories, respectively, correspond to: Perceptual threshold (PT), twice PT, three times PT, and at 
motor threshold. Panel C. Effects of SES frequency on corticospinal excitability (8 studies for ≤10 Hz and 3 
studies for ≥10 Hz). There are insufficient data to plot the effects of SES frequency on motor performance. 
For Panels A-C, data are pooled from 26 studies, including 315 healthy and 78 stroke and dystonia patients, 
mean age 36. Vertical bars denote standard deviations.
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corticospinal excitability (data from 11 studies pooled for 115 healthy volunteers and for 
31 stroke patients, R2 = 0.83). This correlation analysis is complicated by the differences 
between studies in SES frequency as it ranged between 3.5 to 100 Hz with the stimulus 
delivered in a continuous form and trains [88,92,93] and by differences in SES intensity 
ranging between below-perceptual to just-above motor threshold [88,101,104]. Based on 
Figure2.1 the emerging picture is that SES of a mixed nerve at a frequency < 10 Hz for 
60-120 minutes at around motor threshold intensity is the most effective form to increase 
corticospinal excitability.
2.2.3 SES has little direct effects on intracortical M1 excitability 
Although imaging [67,105] and EEG studies [106] suggest M1 involvement in response 
to prolonged SES, TMS experiments probing M1 excitability by double pulse paradigms 
consistently found no changes in GABA-mediated short-interval cortical inhibition (SICI) 
and the NMDA-mediated intracortical facilitation (ICF) after SES [58,101,102,107] and 
SES in the form of PAS [90,94,95,97,108]. For example, SICI was similar (p > 0.05) before 
(47%) and after (51%) prolonged continuous median nerve stimulation, as was ICF (159 
vs. 186%) [58]. In addition, in PAS paradigms the 15 and 18% reductions in SICI (p > 
0.05) could not explain the increase in M1 excitability [48,94]. We found no association 
between SES frequency (range: 0.05 to 10 Hz) and changes induced by PAS in SICI (R2 
= 0.01, five studies). Duration of PAS strongly correlated with reductions in SICI (R2 = 
0.97, five studies) and SES reduced SICI when it was delivered at low sensory (-38%) 
but not at high sensory (1%) and low motor (-1.3%) intensity (all p > 0.05). PAS reduced 
SICI when SES was delivered at high sensory (12%, 3 studies) and low motor (18%, 2 
studies) intensities. The SES-induced changes in SICI correlated R2 = 0.11 (four studies) 
with changes in corticospinal excitability for SES and R2 = 0.27 (five studies) for SES in 
the form of PAS. Thus, SES most likely affects both measures to a different extent and 
through different mechanisms [109].
2.2.4 Mechanism of how SES modulates cortical and corticospinal excitability
Multiple lines of evidence suggest that the direct effects of prolonged SES produce 
lasting and spatially specific corticospinal plasticity. The most likely neuroanatomical 
paths through which SES increases corticospinal excitability are the connections 
between S1 and M1 [110-115]. Although SES activates the ventrolateral pars oralis and 
caudalis thalamic nuclei, which have inputs to M1, the somatosensory evoked potentials 
were stable during sustained SES of the ulnar nerve [58] and the caudal connections 
are known to be sparse and diffuse [116]. Therefore, thalamic inputs to M1 under such 
conditions probably play a small role. While connections from cerebellum and premotor 
areas could also affect M1 activation, imaging data suggest that prolonged SES produced 
task-related fMRI activation changes in M1 and S1 and little changes in dorsal premotor 
cortex [67,105,117]. In addition, SES displaced sensory representation of the thumb 
towards the other fingers within S1 and somatotopically increased perfusion and blood-
oxygen-level-dependent signal voxel count (50% and 100%, respectively) and intensity 
(25% and 20%, respectively), suggesting a putative role for S1 in modulating M1’s 
output to the spinal motoneurons [67].
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SES can increase corticospinal excitability at multiple sites. The increase in MEP 
amplitude after SES is probably not due to changes in the excitability of the muscle 
fiber sarcolemma, neuromuscular junction, and the soma or axon hillock of motoneurons 
because SES did not affect the maximal compound action potential, F-wave, and responses 
to brainstem stimulation [20,48,58,104]. Therefore, lasting increases in corticospinal 
excitability in response to SES probably occur at supraspinal and/or interneuronal levels 
[62,67,105,118-121].
An increase in maximal MEP amplitude at rest represents a change in the balance 
between excitation and inhibition resulting in increased excitability of descending paths 
[122]. Because prolonged SES of the mixed ulnar nerve shifted the input-output curve 
upward in response to TMS [58], prolonged SES most likely modulated the excitability of 
M1. The TMS responses and the S1-M1 connections are also somatotopically organized: 
corticospinal excitability increased in the ulnar nerve-innervated abductor digiti minimi 
but not in the median nerve-innervated control muscle [58,104]. Thus, the changes in 
corticospinal excitability induced by SES probably reflect an increase in M1 excitability. 
There is other evidence for SES being focal: the recruitment curves did not shift upward 
in hand and esophageal muscles when SES targeted pharyngeal muscles [20]. 
An unresolved issue is that pharmacological studies showed that SES probably involves 
GABA-ergic neurons in M1 [58] but, as reviewed in the previous section, SES does not 
modulate SICI [48,58,95,97,102,108,123], an index of intracortical inhibition mediated 
by GABA-ergic neurons. In other words, TMS data on corticospinal excitability, fMRI, and 
EEG data all seem to point to the conclusion that prolonged SES upregulates corticospinal 
excitability through M1 under most conditions but direct measures of intracortical 
excitability, i.e., SICI and ICF, do not capture these changes. One possibility is that SES 
does not affect interneurons accessed by SICI and ICF. Future studies will have to clarify 
if SES might induce subtle changes in SICI and if such changes are clinically meaningful.
The optimal combination of stimulation parameters causing the largest upregulation 
of corticospinal excitability is remains unknown [34]. Figure2.1A-C show trends that 
SES at or below the motor threshold and below 10 Hz produced the most reliable (but 
not necessarily the greatest) increases in corticospinal excitability independent of SES 
duration. However, this summary requires caution because the data are from different 
studies and not the result of a systematic manipulation of SES parameters. For example, 
SES applied at 30 Hz for 30 minutes at low motor intensity can also increase corticospinal 
excitability 125%, whereas SES applied at 100 Hz for 30 minutes at low sensory intensity 
decreases corticospinal excitability 50% [91]. Nonetheless, at such intensities, SES of a 
mixed nerve activates both muscle and cutaneous afferents. Digit stimulation activates 
mostly cutaneous afferents. Cutaneous afferents project to areas 3b and 1 and muscle 
afferents project to areas 3a and 2 in S1 [69,124] and area 2 somatotopically connects 
to M1 [70]. Then, the most likely pathways that mediate changes in corticospinal 
excitability involve deep proprioceptors and deep cutaneous receptors without exciting 
nerve endings of C fibers, thereby giving rise to a relatively direct and pain-free route to 
M1 [28,57,99]. SES at a high frequency is probably less effective than low-frequency SES 
for increasing corticospinal excitability but the reason is unclear. Perhaps SES at high 
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frequencies (e.g., 100 Hz) causes a saturation effect. Finally, it is also unclear if a given 




*, study used somatosensory stimulation in the form of paired associative stimulation. APB: abductor pollicis  
brevis; FDI: first dorsal interosseus. 




















Conforto 2002 Stroke 65 Median n/a 4.8    
McDonnela 2006 Healthy 39 APB + FDI FDI 16 36   




   
Sawaki 2006 Healthy 32 Ulnar + median 
+ radial 
n/a 20    
Wu 2006 Stroke 64.5 Ulnar + median 
+ radial 
n/a 24    
Celnik 2007 Stroke 55.2 Ulnar + median FDI 7.2 -2.9 -37.9 36.1 
Conforto 2007 Stroke 39.9 Median n/a 3    
Conforto 2007 Stroke 39.9 Median n/a 14    
Koesler 2009 Stroke 67 Median n/a 26.8    
Conforto 2010 Stroke 59.3 Median APB 3.6 0.5 0.325 0.38 
Conforto 2010 Stroke 64.2 Median APB 3.4 -0.18 2.25 -0.31 
Meunier* 2012 Dystonia 51.3 Median FPB 27.8 0   
Meunier* 2012 Healthy 46.3 Median FPB 36.2 70   
Sorinola 2012 Healthy 27.1 Ulnar + median 
+ radial 
n/a 12.5    



















































Figure 2.2. Neuroanatomical and conceptual models of the direct and crossed effects of somatosensory 
electrical stimulation (SES) on corticospinal excitability and motor output. 
Panel A. Neuroanatomically established but simplified paths involved in the direct effects of median nerve 
SES (lightening sign) on corticospinal excitability in humans. The afferent stimulus ascends as it crosses at 
the medulla and reaches the receptive fields in areas 2, 1, 3a, and 3b forming the primary somatosensory 
cortex (S1) contralateral to the site of SES. Cutaneous inputs reach areas 1 and 3b and proprioceptive inputs 
reach areas 2 and 3a. SES also activates the secondary somatosensory cortex (S2, areas 40 and 43). In 
addition to the direct inputs, areas 2 and 3b receive excitatory inputs from S2. Direct S1-M1 connections 
via areas 1 and 2 and between S2 and M1 mildly activate M1 . The present review identified specific SES 
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parameters such as frequency (< 10 Hz) duration (> 20 minutes), and intensity (at or below motor threshold) 
that can increase corticospinal excitability in a median-nerve innervated muscle. Panels A and B do not 
show that SES also activate subcortical (nucleus cuneatus, ventral posterolateral nucleus of the rostral 
thalamus, cerebellum) and cortical structures (premotor area, supplementary motor area, areas 5 and 7 
in the dorsal parietal cortex). There are insufficient and inclusive data whether spinal circuits contribute to 
these effects. In each panel, thicker lines represent a greater effect. The filled small circles symbolize the 
location of the stimulating electrodes over the median nerve.
Panel B. When SES is combined with motor practice (MP), S1 and S2 activation occurs as described in 
Panel A but activation of the contralateral M1 is greater (darker). SES with the parameters specified in 
Panel A, does not interfere with MP and M1 activation and corticospinal output and motor performance 
can increase, as quantified in Figure 2.1. Note that the bottom arrow from M1, i.e., improvement in motor 
performance is of the same thickness because currently there are no data suggesting a greater improvement 
in motor performance when motor practice is done with or without SES.
Panel C. Conceptual model based on known neuroanatomical paths of how SES could augment the effects 
of cross-education. SES and motor practice on one side strongly activates contralateral M1, S1, and S2. 
There is evidence that prolonged MP reduces interhemispheric inhibition (circle ended lines between M1s), 
i.e., the cross-education induced interhemispheric plasticity. Although the S1-S1 connections are inhibitory 
between areas 1 and 3b, connections between areas 2 are strongly excitatory. S2 is bilaterally activated 
and there are known excitatory connections from S2 to areas 2 and 3b and to M1. The net balance is an 
excitatory effect on M1 ipsilateral to SES. In combination with the diminished interhemispheric inhibition, 
SES could conceptually augment the cross-education effect. See text for more details. The model omits the 
known ipsilateral excitatory inputs to S2 on the side of SES and also does not show known cross-segmental 
excitatory effects produced by SES, which could play a role in SES’s effects to augment cross-education. 
Dashed lines represent the hypothetical crossed effects of corticospinal excitability and motor performance. 
See the text for details and references and Panel A for additional explanation of the used symbols.
Panel D. A second conceptual model based on known neuroanatomical paths how SES could augment the 
effects of cross-education. The left, non-involved hand performs motor practice and the right, involved hand 
concurrently receives SES. As in Panel A, SES primes S1-M1 connectivity. This model includes associated 
activity in the “resting” hand that occurs during unilateral motor tasks especially when the task is complex 
and requires a strong effort. Thus, the left-ipsilateral M1 becomes mildly active. The SES targeting the 
involved, right hand would therefore act on an M1 pre-activated by the associated activity. This interaction 
between SES and motor activity in the ipsilateral M1 would augment cross-education compared with 
unilateral practice without SES. Excitatory paths projecting to S1 from S2 via area 2 and from S1 to M1 on 
the ipsilateral side would facilitate the sensory element of the coupling between M1 and S1 on this side. We 
speculate that this paradigm would be especially suitable for orthopedic patients in whom, unlike in stroke 
patients, the injury would affect interhemispheric balance less. Dashed lines represent the hypothetical 
crossed effects of corticospinal excitability and motor performance. See the text for details and references 
and Panel A for additional explanation of the used symbols. In Panels C and D, the right hand does the 
motor practice because interlimb transfer is greater from right to left in right-hand dominant subjects.
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SES could increase corticospinal excitability either through the individual or a combined 
effects of disinhibition, a GABA-ergic mechanism [125] and through long-term 
potentiation, a glutamergic mechanism. The data seem to suggest this latter mechanism 
being perhaps more tenable. When single afferent stimuli of SES targeting the median 
nerve are paired with TMS at an appropriate latency so that the two forms of stimuli bring 
about synchronized events in M1, there is a rapid and long-lasting rise in corticospinal 
excitability [48,94]. The afferent pulses, through the somatotopic connections between 
S1 and M1, pre-activate the motocortical cells. The TMS pulse thus acts on a population 
of disinhibited motocortical cells and the coupling increases corticospinal excitability. 
This conclusion is consistent with the pharmacological data, suggesting the action of a 
central GABAergic mechanism because the GABA-agonist lorazepam blocked the SES-
induced increase in corticospinal excitability [58]. The 10 Hz frequency could be viewed 
as a threshold because, as discussed in the next section, all of the SES studies that 
showed improvements in motor function used 10 Hz (Table 2.1) and most studies also 
showed increases in corticospinal excitability at 10 Hz (Figure2.1). Taken as a whole, this 
suggests that the 10-30 Hz threshold represents perhaps an optimal zone above which 
SES invokes a mechanism similar to long-term depression and below which it invokes 
a mechanism similar to long-term potentiation [125,126]. Figure 2.2A-B illustrate these 
mechanisms. We must note that the above conclusion seems to conflict with animal models 
but is in agreement with a previous survey’s conclusion [34]. Animal models tend to 
show a strengthening of synaptic connections after high frequency stimulation of cortical 
neurons through long-term potentiation, whereas here we provide evidence for frequent 
increases in corticospinal excitability after SES with frequencies as low as 10 Hz (Table 
2.2 and Table S1 online supplement) (cf. [34]). However, it is uncertain how peripheral 
stimulation at 10 Hz is transformed into frequency modulation of cortical neurons.
Whether other mechanisms observed in animal preparations would also operate in the 
human studies reviewed herein remains speculative [126,127]. For example, there is no 
direct evidence for an unmasking of latent horizontal connections, activation of silent 
synapses, a modulation of activity-dependent synaptic plasticity, or for generalized 
changes in the excitability of postsynaptic neurons to occur after SES. An unmasking 
of existing but silent synaptic connections could mediate the rapid increases in motor 
cortical excitability following SES at an above motor-threshold intensity [58]. However, 
several studies reported increases in excitability after stimulation at below-motor 
threshold intensities (Table 2.2, Table S1 online supplement). While an up-regulation of 
postsynaptic AMPA receptors, an increase in the release of the excitatory neurotransmitter 
glutamate, and a reduction in GABAergic inhibition all could mediate the increase in 
excitability, the present review found no evidence for statistically significant changes in 
SICI, ICF, and other TMS indices that directly measure motor cortical excitability. 
2.3 DIRECT EFFECTS OF SES CAN IMPROVE MOTOR PERFORMANCE 
Table 2.1 shows the main characteristics of 10 studies that quantified changes in motor 
performance following SES in 68 stroke and dystonia patients 58 and 16 healthy adults 
[17,24,101,102,107,108,123,128-130]. Motor performance in this context refers to the 
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execution of skillful movements in the form of thumb abduction [107], (modified) Jebsen-
Taylor-Hand-Function-Task [24,101,102,123,130], index finger tapping [128], and pinch 
strength [17]. Targeting up to three peripheral nerves innervating the hand, SES duration 
was 120 minutes in all but two studies, frequency ranged narrowly between 0.2 to 10 Hz, 
delivered in 10 Hz trains consisting of five, 1-ms-long pulses, and intensity ranged from 
below perceptual threshold [123] to three times perceptual threshold, producing “small 
motor responses” [24]. Although the SES parameters were remarkably uniform across 
these studies, improvements in hand motor performance varied widely (range 3 to 27%, 
mean 13 ±9%, p < 0.05, effect size: 1.3), possibly due to differences between patients’ 
clinical state, age, and gender. Improvements in hand function occurred immediately 
after SES and were still present 30 days after treatment with motor practice combined 
with SES [123]. Stimulation of one and up to three peripheral nerves at the same time 
improved motor performance similarly (14% vs. 16%). PAS (interstimulus interval 25 
ms) improved motor performance 27% (±10, p < 0.05, effect size: 1.8) when it was 
delivered at 0.4 Hz at an intensity around motor threshold for a duration of 33 minutes in 
17 dystonia patients and 46 healthy participants [108,129].
Prior research has suggested that SES delivered in trains vs. in a continuous form may 
be more effective for improving motor function because trains temporally more closely 
resemble the pattern of volleys discharged by motoneurons during natural activities such 
as cycling and walking [18,57]. The available data do not bear out this prediction because 
SES delivered in a continuous form (single study using PAS, mean 36%) seem to improve 
motor function to a greater extent than SES delivered in trains (mean 12%). Recent 
data in spinal cord injured patients (in combination with intense motor rehabilitation) 
and rodents receiving epidural stimulation at 40 Hz in a continuous stream for several 
weeks [131,132] complement the data in Table 2.1. Although it was suggested that SES 
is most effective when applied concurrently with motor practice [57,133], improvements 
in motor practice were 16% (p < 0.05; effect size: 1.3; range: 0.3 to 3.1) when SES was 
given alone or asynchronously [17,24,107,123,128,130] vs. only 7% when given in a 
combination [102]. A systematic manipulation of the timing of SES relative to motor 
practice showed increases in motor performance only when SES was combined with 
motor practice and not when SES preceded or followed motor practice [102], consistent 
with the data obtained in spinal cord patients [132]. However, under other conditions 
preconditioning with SES increased corticospinal excitability and improved the effects 
of motor practice [129]. Lower (0.83 x perceptual threshold) vs. higher intensity (2.1 x 
perceptual threshold) SES was more effective in improving hand motor function in stroke 
patients [101]. Statistically there were no additional benefits to patients receiving SES 
over multiple sessions vs. just one session because motor function improved 14% after 
one session and improved 28% more after 11 additional sessions with somewhat unique 
stimulation parameters (120 minutes, 10 Hz in trains with 5, 1-ms-long pulses below and 
twice perceptual threshold) [101].
The stimulation parameters that produced the larger and most reliable increases in 
corticospinal excitability (frequency ≤10 Hz, duration of about 120 min, intensity at or 
below motor threshold) grossly overlapped with those reviewed in the previous section 
for the analysis of excitability effects. However, of the 10 studies included in Table 
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2.1, only four measured MEP size, which increased over a broad range between -3 to 
70%. However, the motor improvements did not correlate with changes in corticospinal 
excitability. Curiously, as reviewed in a previous section, SES and PAS inconsistently 
affected SICI (range +0.3 to -37.9%, Table 2.1) [48,58,95,97,102,108,123] and ICF. 
Overall, there are little and highly inconsistent data on the effects of systematically 
manipulating the dose of SES in relation to timing, duration, frequency, and intensity and 
how such changes would affect motor performance. 
The mechanism of how SES improves motor performance remains unknown. Considering 
a lack of consistent evidence for correlated changes in motor performance, cortical, and 
corticospinal excitability we can only speculate how the beneficial effects of SES on 
motor performance might emanate. In those cases when motor improvements outlast the 
treatment duration by 2-3 hours, post-synaptic potentiation is an unlikely mechanism. 
The candidate mechanism probably also does not include active motor learning. One 
possibility is that prolonged SES modifies the gain of the afferent input and efferent output. 
In a somatotopically-organized manner, SES could augment neuronal excitability and 
produce use-dependent plasticity via long-term potentiation, which would subsequently 
allow the voluntary command to more effectively activate the target muscles. Perhaps 
the process could involve SES to cause an unmasking of synapses that were inactive 
before the treatment [102,107,108,126,127,134]. Although the data in Table 2.1 provide 
insufficient clues, still, most likely long-term potentiation is a key mechanism that could 
increase the active number of motoneurons and intracortical excitability. We suspect 
that SES modulates excitability through the afferent input and enables cortical and 
corticospinal cells that were not previously activated by the volitional drive, to become 
activated, resulting in greater and more forceful activation of motor units within a 
synergistic motoneuron pool. However, we do not know if motor practice and SES would 
each have to induce effects resembling long-term potentiation and if these individual 
effects would sum or such summation is actually not necessary for motor performance 
to improve [129].
 
2.4 CROSSED EFFECTS OF SES ON EXCITABILITY AND INTERLIMB TRANSFER
2.4.1 Background 
This section reviews the crossed effects of SES on neural excitability and examines the 
hypothesis that unilateral motor practice in a certain combination with SES could augment 
interlimb transfer of muscle strength and motor skills in patients with unilateral motor 
impairments. Unilateral motor practice can cause rapid and lasting transfer of muscle 
force-generating capacity and skills to the non-exercised limb [37]. Although this effect is 
usually small, 7-10% in healthy human, there is growing evidence that unilateral motor 
practice with the non-impaired limb can produce clinically meaningful function-improving 
effects in the injury-free immobilized arm of healthy subjects [43,135-137], in patients 
with a wrist fracture [44], in individuals after anterior-cruciate ligament reconstruction 
[45,46], and in stroke patients [138,139]. If the idea is tenable that SES can augment 
interlimb transfer, it would add to the evolving repertoire of sensory augmentation of 
cross-education [38,41] and provide alternatives to conventional rehabilitation strategies 
such as constraint-induced movement therapy [42,140-145].
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2.4.2 Ipsilateral brain activation by SES
EEG, fMRI, MEG, PET, and TMS studies revealed that SES activates brain areas other 
than those involved in the direct effects. Prolonged SES at or below motor threshold 
produced bilateral activation in the pre- and postcentral and medial frontal gyri with 
particular consistency of S2 and supplementary motor area [62,105,121,146-154]. fMRI 
and EEG studies consistently showed that unilateral SES, as expected, strongly activated 
the contralateral S1 but activation of the ipsilateral S1 was more complex [111,113-115]. 
Of the four cytoarchitectonic subdivisions (areas 3a, 3b, 1 and 2), area 2 in the posterior 
part of the ipsilateral S1 showed excitation in primates [155] and in humans the activation 
of areas 2 and 5 was associated with a positive blood-oxygen-level-dependent response 
[152]. In contrast, areas 1 and 3b exhibited inhibition in alert monkeys [114] and were 
associated with a negative blood-oxygen-level-dependent response in humans [111,156]. 
The inhibition was SES intensity-dependent in areas 1 and 3b and the perceptual 
threshold in the other hand co-varied with SES intensity, suggesting that a functionally 
effective inhibition occurred [111,112] which can be reversed by peripheral anesthesia 
and cooling [157,158].
Inhibition of the ipsilateral S1 occurs most likely via interhemispheric paths. Areas 1, 2, 
and 3b have direct and perhaps also indirect transcallosal connections [155,159]. Lesions 
of the contralateral S1 abolished ipsilateral S1 potentials, confirming the transcallosal 
paths [155,160]. Cooling of area 3 in the ipsilateral S1, in contrast, enhanced neuronal 
activity and expanded the receptive fields in the homologous area in the monkey 
contralateral S1 [157]. A conditioning-test pulse paradigm of the left and right median 
nerve in healthy humans resulted in significant changes in N20 but not in N20/P25, N30, 
P40, and N60 in the ipsilateral (left) S1, providing further evidence for interhemispheric 
inhibitory interactions between left and right S1 [115]. However, the data are not entirely 
consistent because area 2, which has the densest callosal connections in primates [159] 
and in humans [152], is excitatory, whereas areas 3b and 1 have only few connections 
and are inhibitory [155]. All in all, it seems that transcallosal inhibition mediates the 
ipsilateral S1 deactivation during unilateral SES.
It is especially well documented that unilateral SES bilaterally activates S2 most likely 
due to interhemispheric information transfer through the posterior body of the corpus 
callosum with a latency of around 15 ms [155,159,161-166]. The possibility was also raised 
for group Ia, Ib, and II afferents to act via slow conducting ipsilateral thalamic projections 
to S2 [61,62,64,105,163,167,168]. Intra-cortical recordings as part of the stereotactic 
presurgical EEG assessment of patients with temporal lobe epilepsy confirmed these 
two paths to bilaterally activate S2 [163]. In addition, even after callosotomy, there was 
bilateral activity in S2 in response to unilateral stimulation [169].
2.4.3 Crossed effects of SES on motor cortical excitability 
A handful of studies examined the crossed effects of SES on motor cortical, corticospinal, 
and spinal excitability (Table 2.2). Because of limited data in hand muscles, we had 
to relax the inclusion criteria for this part of the review and include studies in the leg 
and also studies that used SES of short duration (< 20 min). There is some evidence 
in primates for S1-S1 interhemispheric plasticity because the contralateral hemisphere 
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senses the effects induced by peripheral denervation and these changes are immediately 
mirrored in the other hemisphere [157,170]. Using the Stefan protocol [48] (90 pairs of 
single electric pulse at 3x perceptual threshold followed 25 ms later by a TMS pulse, 
delivered at 0.05 Hz), PAS of a digital nerve (thumb, mostly cutaneous afferents) and 
median nerve (cutaneous, muscle, and mechanoreceptor afferents) increased MEP size 
similarly 73% (p < 0.05) in the stimulated abductor pollicis brevis and decreased 15% (p 
> 0.05) in the non-stimulated abductor pollicis brevis [48]. In contrast, using the Müller 
protocol [171] (225 pairs of single electric pulse at 3xPT followed 25 ms later by a TMS 
pulse, delivered at 0.25 Hz), MEP recruitment curved shifted about 10 and 15% (p < 
0.05) upward in the stimulated and non-stimulated abductor pollicis brevis, respectively. 
These changes in recruitment curves on the two sides correlated R2 = 0.56, suggesting a 
strong crossed effect of PAS [172]. There were no changes (p > 0.05) in SICI (43% pre, 
51% post) and ICF (144% vs. 131%) in the non-stimulated M1 but interhemispheric 
inhibition (IHI) from the stimulated to the non-stimulated M1 decreased from 66% to 
82% (greater values reflects less IHI) and these reductions in IHI tended to correlate 
R2 = 0.38 (p = 0.075) with changes in MEP size in the non-stimulated M1 [172]. PAS in 
a specific form when the TMS pulse is delivered not to the contralateral but instead to 
the M1 ipsilateral to median nerve stimulation, increased (60 ms interstimulus interval) 
and decreased (45 ms interstimulus interval) corticospinal excitability in the ipsilateral 
abductor pollicis brevis [110]. At 45 ms interstimulus interval, the peripheral and cortical 
stimulus pair arrives about at the same time at iM1 but at 60 ms, the electrical pulse 
arrives 15 ms before the magnetic pulse [110]. Note that the SES intensity was above 
motor threshold [110]. Inhibitory PAS for four minutes (120 pairs, 0.5 Hz) of the quiescent 
paretic tibialis anterior of 10 chronic stroke patients and healthy controls decreased MEP 
size 16% (p < 0.05) in the stimulated and increased MEP size 28% (p < 0.05) in the 
non-stimulated TA measured in the swing phase of gait, with the effects persisting for 
about 15 minutes [173]. In summary, under specific experimental conditions, SES can 
upregulate corticospinal excitability in M1 ipsilateral to the side of stimulation.
There is some evidence for crossed effects acting at the spinal level. Brief cutaneous 
forearm and mixed median nerve stimulation mildly tended to facilitate the H reflex 
about 10% (p = 0.060) in the homologous muscle on the opposite side [174]. Single 
electric pulses at around motor threshold delivered to the mixed median and radial nerve 
on one side, respectively, increased or decreased reciprocal inhibition 9% or 17% on 
the opposite side in the flexor carpi radialis in 22 healthy young adults [175]. Stimulation 
of pure sensory nerves produced no effects on reciprocal inhibition recorded on the 
opposite side [175]. Using seven interstimulus intervals, conditioning stimuli applied to 
the ipsilateral or contralateral second digit inhibited F-wave amplitude and persistence 
at 50 to 100 ms but facilitated contralateral F-waves at 80 to 200 interstimulus intervals 
[176] even though F waves may not be as valid as other measures of spinal excitability. 
In one subject, in whom it was possible to evoke an H reflex in the abductor pollicis 
brevis, contralateral facilitation of the H reflex also occurred [176]. In contrast to 
interhemispheric plasticity in primates [157,170], peripheral nerve lesions on one side 
had well-characterized and similar but smaller, briefer effects on the contralateral non-
lesioned structures through an unidentified signaling mechanism [177]. 
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2.4.4 SES to increase the effectiveness of cross-education 
Fig.1 shows that due to the direct effects of median nerve stimulation at a frequency 
< 10 Hz at or below motor threshold-intensity for a duration > 20 minutes, SES can 
increase corticospinal excitability and improve motor performance. Next we examine 
the possibility that SES could augment motor performance in the impaired limb as a 
result of cross-education [37]. In the cross-education paradigm, opposite to constraint 
induced therapy [42], patients with neurological or orthopedic conditions exercise the 
non- or less involved limb and this practice, through interlimb effects, improve function 
in the homologous muscle of the impaired limb [43-46,135-139]. Because this transfer 
effect is usually small, 7-10%, efforts are underway to identify methods that can increase 
the effectiveness of cross-education [38,41]. We present two models to show how the 
hypothetical effect might work.
2.4.5 Neuroanatomical and conceptual models 
Figure 2.2C illustrates the hypothesis that SES could augment the cross-education effect 
via the contralateral S1 – contralateral M1 – IHI – ipsilateral M1 path. In this first model 
patients perform motor practice with the non-involved right hand and concurrently 
receive SES to the right side with the involved, left hand at rest. Motor practice and SES 
increase contralateral S1 excitability, which in turn raise contralateral M1 excitability 
(Figure 2.1). The increase in contralateral M1 excitability would then reduce IHI 
through transcallosal disinhibition and increase ipsilateral M1 excitability (relevant for 
the opposite involved, left hand). Data in healthy subjects and stroke patients provide 
some support for this mechanism [172,173]. The resulting plasticity in the hemisphere 
that receives the transfer is most likely the result of convergent inputs in ipsilateral S1 
and ipsilateral M1 and would be compatible with activity-dependent plasticity. Data 
illustrating that chronic motor practice reduces IHI and this reduction is associated 
with behavioral gains in the practiced movement further supports this model [178]. The 
bilateral S2 activation through the known excitatory inputs via area 2 to ipsilateral M1 
could prime ipsilateral M1 to receive transfer. This hypothesis must consider, as detailed 
in the previous paragraph, a role for Ia inhibitory interneurons modulating inputs to the 
motoneuron at the segmental level. This model would be suitable for orthopedic, stroke, 
and dystonia patients and we estimate based on the data in Figure 2.1 and Table 2.1 that 
SES would add to the cross-education effect (7-10%) about 5%, totaling about 12-15%. 
Ongoing experiments will provide critical data to support or refute this hypothesis.
Figure 2.2D depicts the second model in which the right, non-involved hand performs 
motor practice and the left, involved hand concurrently receives SES. As in Panel 2A, SES 
primes S1-M1 connectivity. An added component in this model is the well-documented 
presence of associated activity in the “resting” hand. That is, during a unilateral motor 
task, especially when the task is complex and requires a strong effort, the right-ipsilateral 
M1 also becomes increasingly activated [174,179-184]. These excitatory ipsilateral effects 
can be so strong that the homologous muscle in the “resting” left hand also becomes 
mildly activated [182,185-188]. Relevant to patients above age 40, this activation tends to 
increase with age, starting at middle age [189-193]. The SES targeting the involved, left 
hand would therefore act on an M1 area pre-activated by the associated activity produced 
by the contraction of the muscle on the right side. This mechanism would exploit the 
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ipsilateral M1-S1 coupling created by the SES acting on the top of the associated activity. 
Excitatory paths projecting to S1 from S2 via area 2 on the ipsilateral side would facilitate 
the sensory element of the coupling between M1 and S1 on the ipsilateral side. We 
speculate that this paradigm would be especially suitable for orthopedic patients in 
whom, unlike in stroke patients, the injury would affect interhemispheric balance less. 
Although stroke rehabilitation aims to down-regulate the contralesional hyperexcitable 
M1, SES therapy does not consider this step as a prerequisite because it raises the 
excitability in M1 and between S1-M1 in the involved hemisphere and could, according 
to two PAS protocols actually raise excitability in the hyperexcitable M1 [172,173]. For 
fracture patients, SES applied to the involved side, acting on top of associated activity will 
have to remain below motor threshold to avoid muscle contraction that could negatively 
influence healing. Clearly, further studies are needed in healthy adults first to determine 
the feasibility and the exact mechanisms of how and if SES could indeed augment the 
effects of cross-education. Without data supporting these hypotheses, we do not detail 
further untested possibilities wherein SES is given asynchronously to the impaired, right 
hand first followed by motor practice of the non-impaired, left hand [102] or wherein 
SES is given after motor practice to the impaired, right hand with the hope to facilitate 
consolidation of motor memory traces. 
2.5 SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS
There are crossed as well as direct effects of SES on motor cortical excitability and motor 
performance. We examined the hypothesis that prolonged (> 20 minutes) electric form 
of SES at or below motor threshold-intensity increases corticospinal excitability, motor 
cortical excitability, brain activation and correlated improvements in motor function in 
healthy individuals or in those who suffer from a motor dysfunction. With respect to 
the direct effects, SES was most effective in increasing corticospinal excitability and 
improving motor performance at ≤ 10 Hz and at intensities of three times perceptual 
threshold or at motor threshold, producing very small muscle contractions. In 27 studies, 
including 299 healthy and 75 stroke and dystonia patients, SES increased corticospinal 
excitability (41%) and brain activation but we found no evidence for SES to affect TMS-
derived intracortical measures. SES also increased motor performance 16%.  
The limited data show that SES does produce facilitatory crossed effects under certain 
conditions using frequencies ≤ 10 Hz. There is evidence from imaging studies for SES 
at 40 Hz to inhibit ipsilateral S1. SES consistently activates S2 bilaterally. Of the many 
possibilities, we proposed two models of how SES could augment the effects of cross-
education, expanding the evolving repertoire of sensory augmentation of cross-education 
[38,41] and providing alternatives to constraint-induced movement therapy [42] which is 
not suitable for patients with a unilateral orthopedic injury [43-46,137]. 
There are many key questions to be answered concerning the direct and crossed effects 
of SES.  There is a need to standardize SES parameters and to examine the effects of 
systematic variation of SES duration, frequency, and intensity on M1 excitability, S1 
activation, and motor performance. There is also a need to examine if delivering SES 
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before or after motor practice would, respectively prime the motor system and help with 
the consolidation of motor memory. There is a need to vary the versatility of outcomes 
along the motor skill continuum (simple, complex). There is little information about SES 
whether it is more effective in improving motor performance when delivered to one vs. 
two or more peripheral nerves. There is a need to develop an evidence-based rational 
for choosing the appropriate SES parameters according to task constraints and patient 
characteristics. Would SES at intensities above the motor threshold actually interfere with 
the execution of motor skills? Finally, there is a need for carefully designed experiments 
that examine the proposed mechanisms mediating the crossed effects produced by SES. 
Addressing these questions would help neurologists, physical therapists, and other 
rehabilitation experts to decide how best supplement motor practice with SES.
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DIRECT AND CROSSED EFFECTS OF 
SOMATOSENSORY ELECTRICAL STIMULATION 
ON MOTOR LEARNING AND NEURONAL 
PLASTICITY IN HUMANS
Veldman, M.P., Zijdewind, I., Solnik, S., Maffiuletti, N.A., Berghuis, K.M.M., Javet, 
M., Négyesi, J., Hortobágyi, T.
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Introduction: Sensory input can modify voluntary motor function. We 
examined whether somatosensory electrical stimulation (SES) added to 
motor practice (MP) could augment motor learning, interlimb transfer, 
and whether physiological changes in neuronal excitability underlie 
these changes. Methods: Participants (18-30 y, n=31) received MP, SES, 
MP+SES, or a Control intervention. Visuomotor practice included 300 
trials for 25 minutes with the right-dominant wrist and SES consisted 
of weak electrical stimulation of the radial and median nerves above 
the elbow. Single- and double pulse transcranial magnetic stimulation 
(TMS) metrics were measured in the intervention and non-intervention 
extensor carpi radialis. Results: There was 27% motor learning and 9% 
(both p < 0.001) interlimb transfer in all groups but SES added to MP did 
not augment learning and transfer. Corticospinal excitability increased 
after MP and SES when measured at rest but it increased after MP 
and decreased after SES when measured during contraction. No 
changes occurred in intracortical inhibition and facilitation. MP did not 
affect the TMS metrics in the transfer hand. In contrast, corticospinal 
excitability strongly increased after SES with MP+SES showing sharply 
opposite of these effects. Conclusions: MP and SES each can produce 
motor learning and interlimb transfer and are likely to be mediated by 
different mechanisms. The results provide insight into the physiological 
mechanisms underlying the effects of MP and SES on motor learning 
and cortical plasticity and show that these mechanisms are likely to 
be different for the trained and stimulated motor cortex and the non-




Sensory inputs from the environment provide feedback for the motor system to accurately 
perform motor tasks and are essential for motor learning [1,2]. In contrast, reduced 
sensory function results in decreased manual motor function [3] and interferes with the 
recovery of voluntary movements after a stroke [4]. These observations led to the idea 
that enriched compared with normal sensory inputs could augment motor performance. 
Indeed, several studies reported increases in performance after mild, low-intensity 
peripheral nerve stimulation, i.e., somatosensory electrical stimulation (SES), but almost 
exclusively in patients with neurological disorders [5-10].
The mechanisms of how SES improves motor performance and if it could have non-focal 
crossed effects are not entirely clear. Neuroanatomical, imaging, neuromagnetic, and 
electrophysiological studies revealed increased activation of the contralateral primary 
sensory cortex (S1), supplementary motor area, dorsal premotor cortex, posterior 
parietal cortex, and secondary sensory cortices (S2) bilaterally after SES [11-19]. In 
addition, the excitability of the corticospinal path as evaluated by the amplitude of motor 
evoked potentials (MEPs) induced by transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) increased 
after bouts of SES in the stimulated [20-25] and homologous contralateral muscles [26], 
confirming that unilateral SES can have non-focal, bilateral effects.
That motor practice and SES administered individually would activate similar structures, 
raised the possibility that SES could have an additive effect in the SES-stimulated muscles 
(i.e., direct effects) when combined with motor practice. That is, SES may upregulate the 
excitability of neurons also accessed by motor practice because of direct connections 
between SES-activated sensorimotor areas and the primary motor cortex (M1). To 
strengthen this hypothesis, motor practice, in addition to SES, also increases corticospinal 
excitability [27,28]. In addition, it is also possible that due to its bilateral effects on putative 
sensorimotor areas, SES could have an additive (i.e., crossed effects) effect in the non-
stimulated muscles [29]. Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to examine the 
possibility that SES added to motor practice could augment motor learning, interlimb 
transfer, and neuronal excitability in healthy adults. To address potential mechanisms 
underlying the direct, crossed, and additive effects of SES, we measured corticospinal 
excitability, short-interval intracortical inhibition (SICI), intracortical facilitation (ICF), 
interhemispheric inhibition (IHI), and contralateral facilitation (CLF) in the left and right 
M1 by means of TMS.
3.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.2.1 Participants and ethical approval
Thirty-one healthy right-handed volunteers (age 22 ± 3 years, 16 men) agreed to participate 
in this study. Handedness was determined using the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory 
[30]. Based on health-related and TMS questionnaires [31], participants had no history 
of neurological disorders, were not taking drugs that affected functioning of the central 
nervous system, or had no contraindications for TMS. Every participants included in the 
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study signed a written informed consent. The experiments were conducted according to 
the declaration of Helsinki and the Medical Ethical Committee of the University Medical 
Centre Groningen approved the experimental protocol and the study was registered at 
the Dutch trial register (NTR4397).
3.2.2 Experimental design
After meeting the inclusion criteria, participants were randomly assigned to one of three 
intervention groups: motor practice (MP; n = 8; 4 men; 23.6±3yrs; 1.77m; 71.8kg); SES 
(n = 8; 4 men; 21.9±2yrs; 1.79m; 73.2kg); MP+SES (n = 9; 5 men, 20.7±2yrs; 1.82m; 
77kg); or Control (n = 6; 3 men; 22.0±2yrs; 1.75m; 70.8kg) (Figure 3.1). Before the start 
of the intervention, baseline measures were performed by means of TMS and peripheral 
electrical nerve stimulation. Familiarization with the motor task consisted of three 
visuomotor trials with each hand before the behavioral testing started. As a control group 
to control for testing effects, six participants performed familiarization and behavioral 
measures without any intervention.
3.2.3 Behavioral testing 
Performance in the visuomotor task was the behavioral outcome. Participants sat in a chair 
without armrests, 90 cm in front of a laptop computer’s monitor (diagonal dimension 40 
cm). With the thumbs superior, participants placed the half-supinated right or left hand 
inside a padded manipulandum. The center of the wrist joint was aligned with the axis of 
the manipulandum. The device allowed participants only to flex and extend the wrist in 
the sagittal plane. The resting hand was placed on the table in a half supinated position, 
covered with soft material for the comfort of the participants. The feet were on the floor 
with the knees flexed 90°.
Visuomotor performance was tested using 12 trials before and after each of the three 
interventions or control period. As in previous studies using the ankle, elbow, and 
metacarpophalangeal joints, participants followed a preprogrammed template as 
accurately as possible by flexing and extending their wrist [27,28,32]. Custom software-
generated templates appeared in the middle of the monitor’s left side in white over a 
Figure 3.1. Schematic overview of the experimental design. Baseline measurements including maximal 
compound action potentials (Mmax), corticospinal excitability (CSE), short-interval intracortical inhibition 
(SICI), intracortical facilitation (ICF), contralateral facilitation (CLF), and ipsilateral silent period (iSP) 
were performed before familiarization of the visuomotor task and after completion of one of the three 
interventions and motor tests.
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dark blue background in high resolution. The templates progressed from left to right at 
a speed of 3.3 to 4.0 cm/s. To make the visuomotor target more challenging to follow, 
wrist flexion and extension appeared respectively as downward and upward deviation on 
the monitor. In total, there were six different templates that appeared in random order 
and duration, varying between four to six seconds, on the screen but each participant 
received the same set of templates before and after the intervention.
3.2.3.1 MP intervention 
MP consisted of 300, 5-s-long visuomotor intervention trials with the right hand that 
differed from the test trials. Both intervention and test templates had, on average, seven 
turns (i.e., changes in direction) and varied randomly in duration between four to six 
seconds. The intervention trials were divided in five blocks of 60 trials, with two minutes 
of rest between blocks. After every 15 trials, participants were asked to count backwards 
by seven, starting from a randomly determined two-digit number to keep attention high. 
To rule out the effects electrodes attached to the skin, two electrodes (ConMed Cleatrode, 
AG/AgCl, Ref 1720-003, NY, USA) were placed over the radial and median nerve of the 
right arm above the elbow but no electrical current was applied.
3.2.3.2 SES intervention 
Surface electrodes were placed as described for the MP intervention. A constant-current 
stimulator (Digitimer Ltd model DS7A, Welwyn Garden City, UK) was programmed to 
deliver 500ms-trains of electrical stimuli continuously, with one train per second (duty 
cycle: 50%). Each train consisted of five square wave pulses delivered at 10Hz (pulse 
width, 1ms) [23]. At one millisecond pulse width, sensory fibers have a lower threshold 
than motor fibers whereas at a shorter pulse width, motor fibers have a lower threshold 
compared to sensory fibers. Therefore, SES as used in the present study activated 
predominantly cutaneous and proprioceptive fibers [33]. Stimulus intensity was set at 
twice the perceptual threshold (2.8 ± 2.1 mA), determined as the lowest stimulation 
intensity perceived by the participant. Participants in this group sat in front of a table 
and looked at the computer monitor while receiving stimulation in five blocks of five 
minutes (1,500 trains and 7,500 pulses in total) and performed the backward counting 
attention task during which SES was paused. The SES parameters selected for the present 
study were based on clinical studies that reported increases in motor performance and 
corticospinal excitability after a period of SES [5,8,10].
3.2.3.3 MP+SES intervention
This group received SES concurrently with MP. The details of this combined MP+SES 
protocol were identical to the details of the individual MP and SES protocols.
 
3.2.4 EMG recording
Surface electromyography (EMG) was recorded from the left and the right extensor carpi 
radialis (ECR) using 37x26x15mm, 14g, wireless, pre-amplified parallel-bar sensors, 
affixed to the skin with a four-slot adhesive skin interface (Trigno, Delsys Inc, Natick, 
MA, USA). The EMG signal was recorded with a bandwidth of 20-450 Hz, amplified 909 
times, with a channel noise less than 0.75 µV, and a common mode rejection ratio over 
80 dB. To minimize noise in the EMG signal, the skin over the muscle belly was shaved, 
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scrubbed with sandpaper, and cleaned with alcohol. EMG activity was sampled at 4 kHz 
and EMG signals were recorded using data acquisition software (Power 1401 and Signal, 
Cambridge Electronics Design, Cambridge, UK). The data were stored on a personal 
computer for off-line analysis. 
3.2.5 Transcranial magnetic brain stimulation
MEPs were evoked by a figure of eight-shaped magnetic coil connected to two Magstim 
200 magnetic stimulators through a BiStim module (loop diameter, 9 cm; Magstim, 
Dyfed, UK). MEPs were obtained in all participants except for one participant in SES 
and all control participants. The coil was placed over the motor area of the right and 
left hand with the handle pointing backwards at ~ 45° away from the sagittal plane. The 
optimal spot, the hotspot to evoke MEPs in the ECR was marked on a cloth cap worn by 
the participants to ensure consistent repositioning of the coil. Resting motor threshold 
(rMT) was determined in a sitting position to the nearest 1% of the maximum stimulator 
output that evoked MEPs in the ECR of at least 50 μV in five out of 10 subsequent stimuli. 
Corticospinal excitability, SICI and ICF were measured in one TMS run, delivered in a 
random order with 10% variation in 5-s-inter-pulse time to reduce anticipation by the 
participant. To evoke SICI and ICF, a paired-pulse TMS protocol was used as described 
previously [34]. A subthreshold conditioning stimulus set at 80% of rMT was delivered 
2 ms for SICI and 10 ms for ICF before a suprathreshold test stimulus set at 120% of the 
rMT. In all groups, there were 10 corticospinal excitability, 10 SICI, and 10 ICF trials, 
delivered with at least five seconds between trials at a constant TMS intensity regardless 
of changes in excitability [35].
In a separate TMS run, iSP and CLF were measured. First, maximum voluntary 
contractions in both ECR muscles were determined. With the test stimulus set at 160% 
of rMT, five TMS pulses were given with both hands at rest. Thereafter, TMS pulses were 
given to the M1 while the hand ipsilateral to the TMS stimulus hand was contracted at 
20% of the maximum voluntary force, evoking an iSP in the contracting hand.
3.2.6 Peripheral electrical nerve stimulation
Maximum compound action potentials (Mmax) were evoked in the left and right ECR by 
stimulating the radial nerve above the elbow with a single pulse (pulse width, 1ms) by 
means of the same stimulator used for SES. Stimulation intensity was increased from a 
subthreshold level to an intensity at which the peak-to-peak amplitude of the M-wave 
was no longer increasing. An extra pulse at 120% of this intensity was given to ensure 
a plateau was reached. The purpose of this measurement was to normalize MEPs by 
Mmax, thus enabling the comparison between pre- and post-intervention measures.
3.2.7 Data analysis
Visuomotor performance was calculated as the mean absolute deviation from the pre-
programmed template using a Matlab script (Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA). 
To determine if the intervention differently affected the magnitude of learning, the mean 
absolute error for the 12 pre-intervention trials was compared to the mean absolute error 
for the 12 post-test trials.
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We quantified peak-to-peak amplitude of each MEP recorded in the right and left ECR. 
MEPs that differed from the mean by more than two standard deviations were excluded 
for every participant separately. In total, 7% of all MEPs were excluded. We compared 
Mmax-normalized MEPs before and after the intervention (corticospinal excitability = 
MEP/Mmax). Conditioned MEPs were expressed as a percent of test MEP size (SICI = 
conditioned MEP/test MEP; ICF = conditioned MEP/test MEP). Lower values for SICI and 
ICF represent more inhibition and less facilitation, respectively. 
Onset, offset, and duration of iSP were determined using an adjusted version of 
the Teager-Kaiser Energy Operator [36], detecting disruption in the ongoing EMG 
activity. This statistical method uses the signal and noise elements and an upper and 
lower variation limit in the EMG recording ± (MCD × 2.22). MCD represents the mean 
consecutive difference of pre-stimulus EMG points for each individual. The value 2.22 
corresponds to 2.5 times the SD and gives a measure of the 98.7% variation limits of the 
prestimulus EMG.
CLF was calculated as a ratio between the MEP size during contraction of the hand 
ipsilateral to the TMS stimulus and MEP size with this hand at rest (CLF = MEP 20%MVC/
MEP rest). Background EMG activity was determined after rectifying the EMG signal. 
The relation between associated activity in the ‘resting’ hand and facilitation of the MEP 
size during contraction of the hand ipsilateral to the TMS stimulus was determined using 
correlation analysis.
3.2.8 Statistical analysis
All data were checked for normal distribution using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Log-
transformation was used for variables that revealed not normal. The analyses were done 
on the transformed data using SPSS (version 22.0) but all variables are reported in their 
original, non-transformed, form as mean ± standard deviation. 
Visuomotor performance, MEPs, SICI, ICF, IHI, and CLF pre- and post-intervention were 
compared by a three (Group) by two (Time) repeated measures analysis of variance 
(ANOVA) on Time for each side (Left, Right) separately. In case of a significant F-value for 
the Group by Time interaction effect, Tukey’s post-hoc calculations for repeated measures 
ANOVA were performed to identify means that differed at p < 0.05. A Greenhouse-
Geisser correction was used when the assumption of sphericity was violated. Pearson 
correlation analysis was used to identify significant relationships between behavioral and 
neurophysiological variables at p < 0.05. 
3.3 RESULTS
3.3.1 Behavioral data
Figure 3.2 shows the Group by Time interaction (F2,22 = 9.7, p = 0.001) in motor learning. 
All three groups improved motor performance but the decrease in error was greater 
(p < 0.05) in MP (7.7°) and MP+SES (6.7°) compared with SES (2.9°). Figure 3.2 also 
shows that the magnitude of transfer of the learned skill after a right-hand visuomotor 
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intervention to the non-intervention left hand was similar: 4.4° (MP), 3.0° (SES), and 
3.2° (MP+SES) (Time main effect, F2,22 = 110.1, p < 0.001). The control group showed 
2.1° (10%) and 2.5° (10%) less error in the intervention and non-intervention hand 
respectively. In the remainder of the paper, we report the learning and transfer data 
adjusted for the effects of familiarization by subtracting the familiarization effects from 
the effects produced by the interventions. Tables 3.1 and 3.2 summarize the absolute and 
percent changes in motor learning.
3.3.2 Corticospinal excitability data
Figure 3.3 shows MEPs in the left M1 (Figure 3.3A, 3B, 3C) and right M1 (Figure 3.3D, 
3E, 3F) in a representative participant in each group. Figure 3.4A shows the Group by 
Time interaction in the Mmax-normalized MEPs: the 44% and 63% increase in MP 
and SES, respectively, were greater than the 19% increase in MP+SES (Group by Time 
interaction, F2,19 = 3.9, p = 0.039). Figure 3.4B shows that changes in MEPs in the non-
intervention right M1 were higher in SES (54%) compared with MP (1%) and MP+SES 
(-14%) (Group by Time interaction, F2,20 = 4.6, p = 0.023). None of the interventions 
modulated the magnitude of the Mmax in the intervention right hand (MP: 3.8 to 4.0 mV; 
SES: 2.8 to 3.0 mV; MP+SES: 4.7 to 4.6 mV; all p > 0.05) and the non-intervention left 
hand (MP: 4.3 to 4.2 mV; SES: 3.1 to 3.2 mV; MP+SES: 3.6 to 3.7 mV; all p > 0.05). Tables 
3.2 and 3.3 summarize the relative and absolute changes in corticospinal excitability. 
Figure 3.2. Increases in motor performance after motor practice (MP), somatosensory 
electrical stimulation (SES), and MP+SES in the intervention (open bars) and non-intervention 
(filled bars). Motor performance was computed as a reduction in template-matching errors. 
Performance improved more after MP and MP+SES in the right hand compared to SES. *, 
significant Time main effect (p < 0.05, open and filled bars, respectively pooled, not graphed); 
†, significant Group by Time interaction (p < 0.05). Vertical bars denote +1SD.
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Table 3.1: Intervention effects on motor learning in the intervention right and 
non-intervention left hand
Values are in degrees, expressing the mean absolute error from the target. MP: 
motor practice; SES: somatosensory electrical stimulation; MP+SES: motor 
practice combined with somatosensory electrical stimulation.
 
 Pre Post 
 Mean (± SD) Mean (± SD) 
Right   
MP 19.6 (2.2) 11.8 (1.5) 
SES 17.8 (1.9) 14.9 (1.8) 
MP+SES 18.2 (3.9) 11.5 (1.4) 
Control 22.5 (1.8) 20.4 (4.1) 
Left   
MP 19.8 (1.8) 15.4 (1.3) 
SES 17.7 (2.7) 14.7 (1.4) 
MP+SES 17.0 (2.5) 13.8 (1.4) 
Control 25.0 (0.6) 22.4 (1.9) 
	
Table 3.2: Summary of percent changes in motor learning and TMS 
metrics in the right intervention and left non-intervention M1.
Values are mean percent changes based on individually computed 
changes. MP: motor practice; SES: somatosensory electrical stimulation; 
CSE: corticospinal excitability; SICI: short-interval intracortical inhibition 
(positive change denote decreases in inhibition); ICF: intracortical 
facilitation; IHI: interhemispheric inhibition (positive change denote 
reductions in inhibition); CLF: contralateral facilitation. * p < 0.05 based 
on Tukey’s post-hoc test; † group by time interaction.
 
Right hand or left M1 MP SES MP+SES 
Motor learning † 29.3* 6.1* 25.2* 
CSE † 43.6* 63.4* 18.9* 
SICI 16.4 21.3 1.6 
ICF 21.4 14.7 1.5 
IHI † 14.2* -7.9* -1.1 
CLF † 34.1* -14.1* 1.1 
Left hand or right M1    
Motor learning 12.2* 6.4* 7.7* 
CSE † 1.3 54.2* -13.7 
SICI † 6.1 -21.8* 41.4* 
ICF 21 -3.4 -2.2 
IHI -9.5 -6.5 -1.8 
        CLF 3 -0.2 -14.8 
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Figure 3.3. Raw data of changes in cor-
ticospinal excitability after motor prac-
tice (MP) and somatosensory electrical 
stimu lation (SES). Representative 10-tri-
al-averaged motor evoked potentials 
(MEPs) measured in the extensor carpi 
radialis (ECR) representing changes in 
corticospinal excitability before (grey 
lines) and after (black lines) the three 
interventions in the intervention left M1 
(A, B, C) and non-intervention right M1 
(D, E, F).
Figure 3.4. Corticospinal excitability in-
creases in all groups in the intervention 
M1 and after somatosensory electrical 
stimulation (SES) in the non-interven-
tion M1. Corticospinal excitability be-
fore (open bars) and after (filled bars) 
the three interventions in the interven-
tion left M1 (Panel A) and non-interven-
tion right M1 (Panel B). Corticospinal 
excitability increased more after SES 
compared to MP and MP+SES in both 
M1s Interconnected dots represent indi-
vidual changes and vertical bars denote 
+1SD. *, significant Time main effect (p 
< 0.05); †, significant Group by Time in-

























































3.3.3 Intracortical excitability data
The interventions did not modify SICI (Group by Time interaction, F2,21 = 0.6, p = 0.565) 
in the intervention left M1. Figure 3.5 shows that the three interventions modified SICI 
differently in the non-intervention right M1 (Group by Time interaction, F2,21 = 4.2, p = 
0.028): the 41% decrease in inhibition after MP+SES (41%) was greater (p < 0.05) than 
the 6% and -22% in MP and SES, respectively, with these two latter values also different 
from one another (p < 0.05). There were no changes in ICF in either hemisphere. Tables 
3.2 and 3.3 summarize the relative and absolute changes in intracortical excitability.  
3.3.4 Interhemispheric 
excitability data
Figure 3.6A shows that the 8% 
longer iSP duration, reflecting 
higher IHI after MP was great-
er than the -1% change after 
MP+SES and the -14% shorten-
ing of iSP after SES (Group by 
Time interaction, F2,20 = 3.7, p 
= 0.044). In contrast, iSP dura-
tion remained unchanged in the 
non-intervention right M1 (F2,18 = 
0.2, p = 0.789). 
During contraction of the left 
ECR there is some associated ac-
tivity in the ‘resting’ right ECR. 
We quantified if the interventions 
modified the magnitude of this 
associated activity and also the 
facilitation of MEPs produced by 
TMS. Figure 3.6B shows that the 
three interventions modified this 
facilitation differently (Group by 
Time interaction, F2,21 = 3.6, p = 
0.044): facilitation was similar af-
ter MP (14%) and MP+SES (1%) 
but greater than after SES (-8%). 
Also, the unchanged facilitation 
after MP+SES (i.e., 1%) was 
different from the 8% decrease 
after SES. The interventions 
did not modify the MEP facilita-
tion in the left ECR during right 
ECR contraction (F2,21 = 1.0, p = 
0.379). Table 3.2 and 3.4 summa-
rize percent and absolute chang-
es in interhemispheric data. 
 
 Pre Post 
 Mean (± SD) Mean (± SD) 
Right M1   
CSE   
MP 7.6 (4.2) 10.4 (4.6) 
SES 7.1 (3.6)  11.6 (5.7)  
MP+SES 9.4 (7.1) 10.2 (7.6) 
SICI   
MP 28.6 (20.20) 70.9 (43.1) 
SES 49.6 (14.2)  60.1 (21.3)  
MP+SES 58.0 (33.5) 54.5 (31.7) 
ICF   
MP 133.2 (50.6) 142.8 (31.6) 
SES 165.1 (78.9)  164.6 (43.2)  
MP+SES 145.1 (61.3) 136.2 (48.6) 
Left M1   
CSE   
MP 13.4 (5.5) 13.9 (8.3) 
SES 11.1 (9.6)  13.9 (7.6)  
MP+SES 12.0 (7.3) 9.1 (4.3) 
SICI   
MP 51.2 (25.8) 54.6 (33.0) 
SES 58.5 (15.1) 45.5 (18.3)  
MP+SES 58.5 (26.0) 73.8 (31.2) 
ICF   
MP 133.5 (39.6) 158.7 (44.7) 
SES 135.2 (19.5)  128.7 (17.1)  
MP+SES 175.8 (99.0) 157.6 (69.1) 
	
Table 3.3: Effects of three interventions on corticospinal 
and intracortical excitability
CSE: corticospinal excitability (% maximal compound 
action potential); SICI: short-interval-intracortical inhibition 
(% test pulse size); ICF: intracortical facilitation (% test 
pulse size). Figures 3.4A and 4B illustrate the significant 
interaction effects for corticospinal excitability in the left 
and right M1 respectively. Figure 3.5 denotes a significant 
interaction effect for SICI in the right M1.
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3.3.5 Correlation analyses
Increases in visuomotor performance in the right and left hand did not correlate (r = 
0.32, p = 0.119). Changes in right hand visuomotor performance did not correlate with 
increases in corticospinal excitability measured in the left M1 (r = -0.17, p = 0.210), 
nor were the changes in left hand visuomotor performance associated with changes 
in corticospinal excitability measured in the right M1 (r = -0.19, p = 0.189). However, 
increased facilitation of right ECR MEPs during left hand contraction (CLF) weakly 
correlated with increased visuomotor performance in the right hand (r = 0.45, p = 0.013). 
Changes in iSP did not correlate with increases in visuomotor performance. There was no 
correlation between the changes in corticospinal excitability in the left M1 and right M1 
(r = 0.11, p = 0.310), but the increase in corticospinal excitability in the right M1 weakly 
correlated with the decrease in SICI in the right M1 (r = -0.37, p = 0.039). Also, there was 
a positive correlation between changes in iSP duration in the left ECR and facilitation 
of the MEPs in the left ECR during right ECR contractions (CLF; r = 0.49, p = 0.007). 
Changes in bEMG in the right ECR did not correlate with changes in facilitation of MEPs 
in the right ECR during left hand contractions (CLF; r = 0.26, p = 0.216). 
3.4 DISCUSSION
We found that all three in-
terventions produced motor 
learning and interlimb trans-
fer but SES added to MP did 
not further increase lear ning 
and transfer (Table 3.2). 
Corticospinal exci tability 
strongly increased after MP 
and SES when measured 
at rest but it increased af-
ter MP and decreased after 
SES when measured during 
contraction. No changes oc-
curred in SICI and ICF in the 
intervention M1. MP did not 
affect any of the TMS met-
rics in the non-intervention 
transfer M1. In contrast, 
corticospinal excitability 
strongly increased and SICI 
strongly decreased in the 
non-intervention M1 after 
SES, while MP+SES showed 
the opposite of these effects. 
In the non-intervention M1, 
the increase in corticospi-
Figure 3.5. Group and individual changes in short-interval 
intracortical inhibition (SICI) after motor practice (MP), 
somatosensory electrical stimulation (SES), and MP+SES in 
the non-intervention right M1. Conditioned motor evoked 
potentials (MEP) before (open bars) and after (filled bars) the 
three interventions. Lower values for SICI represent higher 
intracortical inhibition. Group data show that SICI increased 
after SES and decreased after MP+SES in the non-intervention 
M1 while MP did not modify SICI. Interconnected dots represent 
individual changes and vertical bars denote +1SD. *, significant 
Time main effect (p < 0.05); † and §, significant Group by Time 


















nal excitability correlated with decreases in 
intracortical inhibition. MP and SES affected 
interhemispheric excitability in the opposite 
direction. In total, the present study showed 
that MP and SES each can produce motor 
learning and interlimb transfer but these ef-
fects are non-additive and are likely mediated 
by different mechanisms.
3.4.1 Effects of motor practice on motor 
performance
3.4.1.1 Practice hand
Participants naïve to the task showed 27% 
learning in the intervention hand after 25 
minutes of visuomotor practice (Figure 3.2). 
The 27% learning is comparable with the 
improvements in the ankle (23%) [27] and 
metacarpophalangeal joint of the index finger 
(23%) [32] after a similar paradigm and 
practice duration. The magnitude of learning 
in the practiced hand is roughly within the 
range of changes produced by other learning 
paradigms using a force-control tracking task 
(36%) [37]. The common element in these 
single-session learning regimes is that they 
all represent the rapid, initial phase of motor 
learning [38].
3.4.1.2 Interlimb transfer 
Remarkably, practice with voluntary contractions as well as SES, which lacks a voluntary 
element, both produced interlimb transfer that was statistically similar (Figure 3.2, for 
a review see [39]). The average 9% net interlimb transfer in the present study was 
comparable with the 13% produced by a ball rotation task requiring complex finger 
movements [40] but both were much smaller than the 62% produced by 300 ballistic 
finger movements also completed in one session [41]. Theories of interlimb transfer 
imply that the magnitude of transfer is proportional to the magnitude of learning [39], a 
conjecture supported by the r = 0.71 (p < 0.001) correlation between increases in force 
of the trained and untrained hand in chronic cross-education studies using low-skill, 
high force unilateral muscle contractions ([42], personal communication). However, 
this association tends to be lower after rapid tapping movements (r = 0.44, p = 0.04; 
[41]) or can be absent when the skill is complex as were the case after a ball rotation 
task (r = -0.07, p = 0.86; [40], personal communication). The low or altogether absent 
associations may become stronger after additional practice that consolidates the motor 
skill into memory [43]. Alternatively, participants may rely on procedural elements when 
they perform the task with the non-practice hand, resulting in ‘transfer’. We did notice 
 
 Pre Post 
 Mean (± SD) Mean (± SD) 
Left M1   
iSP   
MP 22.2 (3.4) 25.1 (3.7) 
SES 27.5 (3.4)  25.2 (5.7)  
MP+SES 28.1 (8.5) 27.6 (7.0) 
CLF   
MP 169.0 (52.5) 222.5 (77.5) 
SES 170.1 (74.3)  127.8 (43.5)  
MP+SES 222.8 (141.4) 214.1 (113.9) 
Right M1   
iSP   
MP 25.7 (4.8) 22.4 (4.0) 
SES 24.7 (1.8)  24.1 (6.2)  
MP+SES 27.2 (7.4) 24.9 (5.3) 
CLF   
MP 198.5 (81.1) 204.6 (113.5) 
SES 177.5 (78.8)  164.6 (41.3)  
MP+SES 188.8 (68.7) 153.4 (34.8) 
	
Table 3.4: Effects of three interventions on 
interhemispheric excitability
iSP: ipsilateral silent period (ms); CLF: 
contralateral facilitation (% MEP during 
contralateral hand contracting and MEP 
during contralateral hand resting). Figures 
3.6A and 3.6B illustrate the significant 
interaction effects for ipsilateral silent 
period and contralateral facilitation in the 








































that learning in the intervention (r = 0.53, p = 0.006) and in the transfer hand (r = 0.59, p = 
0.002) was associated with the skill level at baseline, suggesting that, if used in a clinical 
setting, patients with low motor function would benefit most from this type of motor 
practice. Collectively, the behavioral data are in line with existing evidence suggesting 
that visuomotor skill practice is an effective and reliable model of motor learning, a model 
that is now extended to the wrist joint. 
3.4.2 Effects of SES on motor performance
3.4.2.1 Direct and crossed effects of SES
We found some evidence that SES on its own can increase healthy adults’ skill perfor-
mance by 6% (Figure 3.2 and Table 3.1; p = 0.002). Our results are in line with the 
broad concept that sensory inputs are powerful modulators of motor performance when 
administered in the form of SES [9], mirror visual feedback [40], auditory cueing [44], 
and muscle warming [45]. In addition to the direct effects, SES also produced non-focal, 
crossed effects because the non-intervention hand’s skill performance also improved 
(6%, p = 0.001). Neuroanatomical, electrophysiological, and imaging data revealed that 
unilateral electrical stimulation, including SES, can activate the contralateral S1 and S2 
Figure 3.6. Group and individual 
changes in interhemispheric inhibi-
tion (IHI) and facilitation (CLF) after 
motor practice (MP) and somatosen-
sory electrical stimulation (SES). IHI 
and CLF from the left M1 to the right 
M1 graphed before (open bars) and 
after (filled bars) the three interven-
tions. IHI decreased after SES but in-
creased after MP, resulting in a can-
celation effect after MP+SES (Panel 
A). Opposite effects were found for 
CLF (Panel B). Interconnected dots 
represent individual changes and ver-
tical bars denote +1SD. *, significant 
Time main effect (p < 0.05); † and §, 
significant Group by Time interaction 
(p < 0.05).
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bilaterally [11,13,14,46-48]. Direct connections between Brodmann areas 1 and 2 of S1 
and M1 [49-52], and S2 and M1 [51] provide a neuroanatomical basis for the observed 
effects. The mechanism of how monotonic, non-patterned SES pulses improve complex 
skills is unclear. Electrical stimulation, however, can facilitate motor learning and skill 
retention by entraining sensorimotor rhythms [53] and by having selective effects on 
oscillatory frequencies underlying motor learning [54]. Taken together, the current data 
provide for the first time evidence that weak electrical nerve stimulation in the form of 
SES can produce small but statistically and functionally meaningful interlimb transfer in 
healthy adults.
3.4.2.2 Direct and crossed effects of MP+SES
We also tested if SES combined with MP had an additive effect on skill learning compared 
with MP or SES. Although MP alone and SES alone increased motor learning by 29% and 
6%, respectively, SES combined with MP did not further increase learning (25%; Table 
3.2). We expected to find an additive effect because SES activated S1-M1 projections in 
animal and human brains [11,12,19,55] and caused M1 reorganization in rats [56] and 
healthy humans [14,19]. In addition, combining MP with SES is an effective method to 
alter sensory states in spinal cord injury patients suffering from sensory deficits [57,58]. 
Notwithstanding these data, we found no additive effect, suggesting that MP might 
have saturated the circuits SES also accessed, the overlap between the circuits activated 
by MP and SES was functionally inefficient, or the effects produced by MP and SES 
interfered with each other. A lack of an additive effect was perhaps also due to the effect 
of SES alone being small (6%) in proportion to the 29% learning produced by MP so that 
SES could not manifest itself when SES was added to motor practice. An additive effect 
may still be possible after future studies determine the SES parameters that produce the 
greatest learning effects.
We also examined the effects of SES combined with MP on interlimb transfer. Our 
expectation for SES augmenting interlimb transfer was based partly on neuroanatomical 
paths implicated in such a transfer and on data showing that afferent inputs, in the form 
of mirror-viewing the hand performing while motor practice, however different from SES, 
produced 13% greater skill transfer to the resting hand [40]. Despite the plausibility of 
this hypothesis, we found no evidence for SES augmenting the transfer of a visuomotor 
skill. Perhaps the level of activation of somatosensory areas ipsilateral to the stimulation 
by SES was less than reported in previous studies (for a review see [29]), making SES 
ineffective. It is also possible that MP+SES did not cause additional learning as a result 
of an interference effect, reflected by opposite adaptations in TMS metrics discussed 
in following sections. Although the methodological elements in the current study were 
based on previous studies [29], we demonstrated no additive effect of SES on motor skill 
learning in the practiced and the non-practiced hand in healthy young adults. 
3.4.3 MP and SES modify corticospinal excitability
3.4.3.1 Direct effects of MP
In agreement with the hypothesis and the prevailing literature, 300 voluntary movements 
forming 25 minutes of visuomotor practice increased corticospinal excitability by ~40% 
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measured at rest (Figure 3.4A, [27,28,32]). Increases in MEP size after short-term motor 
practice are thus common and presumably reflect use-dependent plasticity [59,60] through 
long-term potentiation-like mechanisms in motor cortical circuits [43,61,62]. Although it 
has been reported that M1 is involved in motor learning and early consolidation of motor 
memories (e.g. [43]), increases in corticospinal excitability in the intervention left M1 did 
not correlate with the behavioral changes in the intervention right hand (r = -0.17, p = 
0.210, n = 24), as was also the case in a previous study [32]. A lack of correlation between 
corticospinal excitability and behavioral changes complements the findings of an earlier 
study in which 5 Hz repetitive TMS over the M1 reduced corticospinal excitability but 
did not interfere with motor learning [63]. We speculate that two factors complicate the 
interpretation of the present and past results and underlie the lack of correlation. One 
factor is that changes in corticospinal excitability measured at rest may reflect the altered 
state of circuits that are different from the ones that become active during the learning 
task. Measurements of corticospinal excitability during the task or muscle contraction 
may be a more relevant outcome than corticospinal excitability measured at rest. Second, 
there is a temporal asynchrony between the changes in corticospinal excitability so that 
the peak changes in each variable occur at different times. Finally, it is also possible 
that the neurophysiological measures as performed with TMS do not directly reflect 
changes in excitability essential for motor learning in this context. Despite such caveats 
the results of the present and past studies seem all to confirm the putative role of M1 in 
motor learning.
3.4.3.2 Crossed effects of MP
In contrast to the changes seen in the left-intervention M1, corticospinal excitability 
remained unchanged in the non-intervention right M1 after MP despite evidence for 
10% learning (Figure 3.4B) and previous studies reporting increased corticospinal 
excitability in the non-intervention M1 after ballistic motor practice [41,64]. Increases 
in corticospinal excitability may be task-dependent because MEP amplitude in the non-
intervention M1 also did not change after a sequence learning task [65]. Repetitive 
recruitment of the same corticospinal paths in ballistic motor practice in contrast with 
tasks involving multiple muscles may explain the differential effects on corticospinal 
excitability after ballistic motor practice [66]. Corticospinal excitability may not be an 
optimal neurophysiological marker for motor learning because MP produced transfer 
without changes in corticospinal excitability, suggesting that structures and/or cortical 
circuits other than corticospinal paths originating from the M1 ipsilateral to the practicing 
hand may play a more prominent role in interlimb transfer.
3.4.3.3 Direct and crossed effects of SES
Unlike MP, SES strongly increased corticospinal excitability in both M1s (Figure 3.4A 
and 3.4B, Table 3.3). Increases in corticospinal excitability after SES has been shown in a 
range of muscles and body parts [23,67,68]. The magnitude of change in the stimulated 
hand in the present study was 63.4% (Table 3.3), fitting within the range of the 50% to 
96% increases reported previously [29]. Our data provide a hint that the SES-adaptations 
may be non-linear with respect to the duration of the stimulation because we observed a 
63% increase after only 25 minutes of SES in the ECR, a change crudely similar to 77% 
reported after 120 minutes of SES in the first dorsal interosseous muscle [20,23,25,69] and 
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abductor digiti minimi muscle [20]. A plateau of 50% increase in corticospinal excitability 
reached after 45 minutes of SES fits in this non-linear dose-response relationship [22]. In 
the non-intervention right M1, corticospinal excitability increased 54.2%, considerably 
more than the 9.4% increase after a paired associative stimulation paradigm delivered 
at 0.25 Hz for 15 minutes [26]. Taken together, the present study replicated previous 
findings showing that SES can increase corticospinal excitability in the SES-stimulated 
M1 in humans and provide new evidence that SES to a peripheral nerve only increases 
corticospinal excitability non-focally in the non-intervention M1 considerably. 
3.4.3.4 Direct and crossed effects of MP+SES
Against expectations, SES combined with MP did not have an additive effect on 
corticospinal excitability in the intervention M1. Instead, SES seemed to interfere with MP 
because MP (43.6%) and SES (63.4%) increased corticospinal excitability substantially 
more than SES combined with MP (18.9%; Table 3.3). SES added to chronic massed motor 
practice in spinal cord injury patients also did not additionally increase corticospinal 
excitability [57]. Possibly, the combined input is too high for motor cortical neurons to 
process MP and SES concurrently. MP saturates the corticospinal circuits and leaves no 
room for SES to additionally increase corticospinal excitability. In the non-stimulated 
right M1, SES also had no additive effect on corticospinal excitability rather corticospinal 
excitability actually decreased by 13.7%. Still, to exploit any potential effects of SES on 
motor learning, future studies could explore if SES applied as sensory priming before MP 
could potentiate learning. In sum, combining MP with SES did not have an additive effect 
on corticospinal excitability in either M1 in healthy young participants probably due to 
a saturation effect.
3.4.4 Intracortical excitability
3.4.4.1 Direct effects on SICI
Motor learning [27,32,70-72] and SES [20] tend to decrease SICI in healthy young adults 
and patients (range: 7 to 80%). Reductions in GABAA-mediated SICI involve long-term-
potentiation like processes [61] in inhibitory horizontal connections [73]. Visuomotor 
training in the first dorsal interosseous and ankle muscles reduced SICI 38% [32] and 
50% [27], respectively. In the present study however, we observed a non-significant 
13.1% reduction in SICI in the left intervention-M1 after MP, SES, and MP+SES (time 
main effect, F = 0.133, p = 0.719) and no relationship between the changes in SICI and 
motor learning (r = -0.22, p = 0.297) in agreement with previous findings [32,71]. There 
was large variation in the SICI responses among the participants: 12, 3, and 9 of the 
24 participants, respectively, showed decreases, no change, or increases. We were 
also unable to discern sub-groups of responders and non-responders to MP or SES in 
terms of SICI [74]. Because involvement of long-term-potentiation-like processes has 
been suggested to modify M1 metrics in response to both visuomotor training and SES, 
perhaps these interventions act on similar brain areas (e.g., premotor cortex) and one 
would expect a positive interaction between the two types of interventions with respect 
to SICI. However, our data show an opposite effect of MP and SES on SICI (Figure 3.5). 
The changes in SICI are possibly related to changes in corticospinal excitability in the 
non-intervention M1, although absence of correlations complicate these speculations. 
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Similarly to SICI, NMDA-mediated intracortical facilitation, ICF, did not change after 
motor practice and SES in line with some [20,27] but not with other studies [7]. In sum, 
it appears that SICI and ICF-related mechanisms are marginally involved in visuomotor 
and SES-related adaptations under the present experimental conditions. Because the 
methodological details of collecting the SICI, ICF, and visuomotor data were similar in the 
present and previous studies, the discrepancies between studies remain unclear.
3.4.4.2 Crossed effects on SICI
Recently there has been a heightened interest in the role and function of the M1 ipsilateral 
to motor practice and sensory input [29,75]. In a larger perspective, these studies revealed 
that iM1 plasticity to short and long term motor and sensory interventions is a part of 
the adaptive network that can contribute to improved motor function as in aging [76]. 
In agreement with previous studies [65,77], we observed reductions in SICI in the non-
intervention right-ipsilateral M1 after MP (6%) and MP+SES (41%) that were different 
from increases in SICI after SES-only intervention (-22%; Figure 3.5; interaction, p = 
0.028). Past and current findings suggest that inhibition within the hemisphere receiving 
the transfer may be involved in the transfer of motor output. One mechanism could 
act through corticospinal excitability because the increase in corticospinal excitability 
correlated weakly but significantly with reductions in SICI in the non-intervention M1 
(r = -0.37, p = 0.039). However, we found no relationship between changes in SICI in 
the non-intervention right-ipsilateral M1 and increases in motor performance in the 
non-intervention left hand (r = -0.11, p = 0.599), making a definitive interpretation 
at best speculative. In contrast with the decreased ipsilateral SICI after interventions 
including MP, the unique effect of SES alone on ipsilateral SICI requires special attention 
because we observed a non-significant 22% (p = 0.144) increase instead of an expected 
decrease in the non-intervention M1 after SES. Based on neuroanatomical connections 
described earlier, the expectation is that SES-generated afferent volleys would decrease 
the excitability of horizontal inhibitory connections resulting in a decrease instead of an 
increase in SICI after SES. Our results are somewhat paradoxical because we observed 
a 54.2% increase in corticospinal excitability, known to be associated with SICI, after 
SES. Facilitation of GABAA receptors, involved in SICI [78], interferes with intervention-
induced increases in corticospinal excitability [61]. Considering the boundaries of the 
present study we are not able to resolve this unexpected finding but one possibility is that 
factors other than SICI are also involved in increases in corticospinal excitability in the 
non-intervention M1 after SES (e.g., IHI as discussed in the next section). In contrast with 
SICI, ICF was not modified in both the intervention and non-intervention M1 consistent 
with earlier studies after motor practice [77,79] and SES [20], suggesting inhibitory 
compared with excitatory interneurons are more sensitive to MP and SES. Taken together, 
ipsilateral MP and SES modified SICI differently, and the current data provide a hint that 
SES added to MP additionally decreases the inhibition in the ipsilateral M1 after MP. 
However, future studies are needed to confirm this effect and in addition examine other 
forms of inhibition and correlate the changes in behavior and the M1 metrics in an effort 
to better understand the nature of involvement of the ipsilateral M1 in motor learning. 
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3.4.5 Interhemispheric inhibition and facilitation
During a unilateral motor task, IHI suppresses undesired activity in the ‘inactive’ 
hemisphere and in a bimanual task, IHI is also related to the coordination of motor activity 
[80]. Increased use of one hand can lead to interlimb transfer that concomitantly modifies 
IHI measured at rest and measured during a muscle contraction. For example, 1,000 
submaximal voluntary contractions of the right-dominant FDI produced 28% transfer of 
voluntary force to the FDI of the non-dominant left hand with a 31% concomitant decrease 
in IHI at rest and these reductions progressively became more strongly associated with 
interlimb transfer [81]. This association between IHI and motor performance was also 
shown after only a 30-minute serial reaction-time task intervention [65]. However, data 
are inconsistent because a decrease in IHI was not associated with interlimb transfer of 
a finger tapping sequence [77] and IHI did not change after a complex ball rotation task 
[40]. In the present study, we used the iSP to quantify changes in IHI [65,82,83] and 
observed bidirectional effects: MP increased and SES decreased IHI, respectively, by 
14.2% and 7.9% (both p < 0.001; Table 3.4, Figure 3.6A) and MP+SES had no effect on 
IHI (1.2% change). Similar but opposite effects were also seen for another measure of 
interhemispheric excitability, MEPs conditioned by a contralateral muscle contraction 
(contralateral facilitation, Figure 3.6B). The 14.2% increase in IHI as measured by iSP is 
inconsistent with some data [65] but agrees with other data [84]. An increase in IHI after 
MP would favour the interpretation that MP with one hand modifies the excitability of 
interhemispheric connections in order to preserve or even increase motor independence 
of the two hands. The 7.9% decrease in IHI as measured by iSP after SES suggests that 
sensory input can modify the state of the non-intervention M1. Near motor threshold 
SES produces afferent volleys that reach S1 and bilaterally S2 [11,14-16]. Consistent with 
previous suggestions, such inputs can modify the excitability state of the iM1 through 
iS2-iM1 and M1-M1 connections, giving rise to reduced IHI from stimulated to non-
stimulated M1 [26]. In view of the individual negative and positive effects of MP and 
SES on IHI, the unchanged IHI after MP+SES suggests the presence of a cancelation 
or interference effect. The neuroanatomical basis of such effects are not entirely clear 
because crossed effects of MP and SES are transferred trough callosal fibers in the central 
part of the corpus callosum [85] and bilateral S2 activation, respectively. Inhibitory 
inputs to iM1 from M1 and excitatory input from iS1 and iS2 to iM1 could sum to a net 
cancelation effect. We are currently examining the possibility that giving SES before 
instead of during MP could potentiate motor learning by priming the paths involved in 
IHI. Taken together, the MP and SES each can uniquely modify ipsilateral motor function 
in healthy young adults, with the combined effects resulting in a cancelation.
3.4.6 Clinical perspective
Surprisingly, studies using SES so far have almost exclusively focussed on stroke patients, 
showing some promise as an adjuvant to rehabilitation of impaired motor function [6-
8,10]. However, only one of these clinical trials included an age- and gender matched 
healthy control group. The present study expands the clinical data by showing that 
SES alone or in combination with MP has specific direct and crossed effects on motor 
performance and neuronal excitability in healthy young adults. Although the present 
study did not show additive effects of SES if combined with MP in healthy adults, such an 
effect may be present in patients, because SES effects seem to depend on participants’ 
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clinical status: the effects are much less (6%) in healthy compared to stroke participants 
27% [8]. An increased understanding of the mechanisms including cortical, subcortical, 
and spinal involvement underlying these effects will likely contribute to an optimal 
protocol for the rehabilitation of patients suffering from unilateral neurological and 
orthopaedic disorders.
3.4.7 Limitations and conclusion
One limitation of the present study was that SES stimulation parameters were not 
systematically varied [86,87]. It is possible that optimal SES parameters differ between 
healthy participants and patients. Second, we, as many previous studies, performed the 
majority of the excitability measurements at rest yet the intervention involved motor 
activity. Therefore, the excitability results could be different when assessed not at rest 
but during muscle contraction. Third, we did not perform measures of spinal excitability. 
Although SES does not modify F-wave characteristics [23], we cannot completely rule out 
the possibility that changes in spinal excitability might have contributed to the observed 
effects. For example, ascending sensory and descending motor information integrate 
in common spinal interneurons [88], possibly contributing to this involvement. Next, 
this study involved small groups of participants and some of the measurements revealed 
large variation, complicating interpretation. Finally, we did not control for environmental 
factors, so it is possible that changes in excitability measures are caused by experimental 
factors such as locus of attention or visual feedback [89].
 
In conclusion, MP-induced learning is most likely mediated by increased corticospinal 
drive at rest and during contraction. SES-induced learning is most likely the result of 
an upregulation of corticospinal excitability at rest possibly mediated by decreased 
inhibition. The physiological mechanism of transfer produced by MP remains elusive 
under these conditions, whereas the SES-induced transfer involves increased corticospinal 
excitability most likely linked to the bilateral S2 activation and its action on the M1 
ipsilateral to the SES-stimulated hand. These conclusions are complicated by an absence 
of relevant correlations between behavioral and neuronal changes. In total, the present 
study showed that MP and SES each can produce motor learning and interlimb transfer 
but these effects are non-additive and are likely mediated by different mechanisms.
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Somatosensory electrical stimulation (SES) can increase motor 
performance, presumably through a modulation of neuronal excitability. 
Because the effects of SES can outlast the period of stimulation, we 
examined the possibility that SES can also enhance the retention of 
motor performance, motor memory consolidation, after 24 hours 
(Day 2) and 7 days (Day 7), that such effects would be scaled by SES 
duration, and that such effects were mediated by changes in aspects 
of corticospinal excitability, short-interval intracortical inhibition (SICI), 
and intracortical facilitation (ICF). Healthy young adults (n = 40) received 
either 20 (SES-20), 40 (SES-40), or 60 minutes (SES-60) of real SES, 
or sham SES (SES-0). The results showed SES-20 increased visuomotor 
performance on Day 2 (15%) and Day 7 (17%) and SES-60 increased 
visuomotor performance on Day 7 (11%; all p < 0.05) compared with 
SES-0. Specific responses to transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) 
increased immediately after SES (p < 0.05) but not on Days 2 and 7. In 
addition, changes in behavioral and neurophysiological parameters did 
not correlate, suggesting that paths and structures other than the ones 
TMS can assay must be (also) involved in the increases in visuomotor 
performance after SES. As examined in the present study, low-intensity 
peripheral electrical nerve stimulation did not have acute effects on 
healthy adults’ visuomotor performance but SES had delayed effects in 
the form of enhanced motor memory consolidation that were not scaled 




Sensory input is critical for accurate motor performance. In addition, impaired sensory 
input decreases motor function in monkeys [1] and humans [2], inevitably contributing 
to a variety of movement disorders [3]. At the segmental level, spinal interneurons act as 
integrators between the sensory input and motor output [4]. At the cortical level, there is a 
strong interaction between afference and efference through direct paths interconnecting 
the somatosensory cortices and the primary motor cortex (M1) in rodents [5] and humans 
[6]. Unsurprisingly, manipulation of sensory input is widely used in motor learning and 
movement rehabilitation, for example, following a stroke [7,8]. 
The effects sensory inputs can exert on motor function are exploited by the idea that 
non-physiological sensory input could increase motor performance. Such improvements 
in motor performance could be mediated by increases in activation of somatosensory and 
motor cortices after sensory inputs in the form of somatosensory electrical stimulation 
(SES) [9,10] and long-term potentiation (LTP)-like mechanisms. Indeed, transcranial 
magnetic stimulation (TMS) studies reported increases in corticospinal excitability 
[11-13], increases in intracortical facilitation [14], and decreases in intracortical 
inhibition [15] after SES. The increases in M1 activity and excitability are suggested 
to originate in S1 through LTP-like mechanisms, indicated by correlated increases in 
primary motor and sensory cortex excitability [16], changes that are essential for skill 
acquisition and retention [1,17]. Collectively, these studies provide a neuroanatomical 
and neurophysiological basis for how SES can increase motor performance.
SES targeting cutaneous and muscle afferents of peripheral nerves can enhance 
visuomotor and functional skill acquisition in healthy individuals [18] and stroke patients 
[7,8,19,20]. In addition, stroke patients can consolidate these acquired skills into motor 
memory 24 hours [19] and 30 days [8] after SES. Motor memory consolidation is a process 
that is observed as long as eight years after motor practice [21-23] and therefore relevant 
for rehabilitation practice. While M1 is suggested to be one of the key regions in motor 
skill acquisition, motor memory consolidation seems to rely on a more extensive network 
of brain areas, including M1, S1, parietal, and striatum-cerebellar networks [24]. Imaging 
data show increased activity in premotor, posterior parietal, and cerebellar regions after 
SES; areas that are, directly or indirectly, connected to M1 [9,25,26]. Because these areas 
are relevant for consolidation of motor memories [27], it is possible that SES can enhance 
motor memory consolidation. However, to the best of our knowledge it is not known 
whether these off-line consolidation effects are also present in a healthy population and 
whether such effects are partly, if at all, mediated by changes in neuronal excitability.
Despite the available and promising data, the variability between studies concerning the 
SES-induced effects on motor performance and corticospinal excitability is high, possibly 
caused by differences in the stimulation parameters used. For example, different intensities 
and frequencies of SES can have opposite effects on motor performance and cortical 
excitability [28,29]. Specifically, SES at or below 10 Hz consistently increases both motor 
performance and corticospinal excitability [29] while higher stimulation frequencies 
seem to decrease corticospinal excitability [16]. Furthermore, SES intensities just below 
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motor threshold tends to increase motor performance more consistently compared to 
lower (perceptual threshold) or higher intensities (above motor threshold) while opposite 
effects are observed in the SES-induced effects on corticospinal excitability [29]. 
While frequency and intensities are important parameters, the duration of SES is also 
expected to play a role in motor adaptations. However, a systematic examination of the 
effects of SES duration on motor performance and corticospinal excitability is lacking. 
The limited data on SES duration suggest that SES for 40 compared with 60-120 minutes 
is sufficient to produce maximal increases in corticospinal excitability [13,30]. Clinical 
studies consistently used, for unspecified reasons, 120 minutes of SES to increase stroke 
patients’ motor performance [7,8,19,20]. However, the excitability increases of cutaneous 
afferents after trains of electrical stimuli with 7-12 minutes duration last only 10 minutes 
[31]. In addition, skill acquisition and motor memory consolidation are associated with 
LTP [17], which increases field potential amplitudes 25-35 minutes after induction of LTP 
by theta-burst stimulation [32]. In addition, increases in corticospinal excitability after 
SES are observed starting from 15 minutes after the onset of SES [30]. These data provide 
a hint that 20 minutes of SES may already be sufficient to produce skill acquisition and 
motor memory consolidation. 
To address the aforementioned issues, the aim of the present study was to examine the 
acute and delayed effects of SES applied for 20, 40, or 60 minutes on motor performance 
in a visuomotor task in healthy young adults. Additionally, we aimed to gain insights into 
the neuronal mechanisms underlying the acute and delayed effects of SES by quantifying 
corticospinal excitability, short-interval intracortical inhibition (SICI), and intracortical 
facilitation (ICF) before, immediately after, 24 hours after (Day 2), and 7 days (Day 7) 
after the interventions. 
4.2 MATERIALS AND METHODS
4.2.1 Participants 
Forty healthy right-handed adult volunteers participated in this study. Before inclusion, 
we determined handedness [33] and the presence of any contraindications for the 
use of TMS through a health questionnaire [34]. All participants signed a written 
informed consent before participation; the study protocol was conducted according to 
the declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the Medical Ethical Committee of the 
University Medical Center Groningen.
4.2.2 Experimental design
After inclusion, participants were randomly assigned to one of the three intervention 
groups receiving either 20 (SES-20, n=10, 4 men, 23±2 y, 1.78 m, 73 kg), 40 (SES-40, 
n=10, 6 men, 23±3 y, 1.81 m, 78 kg), or 60 minutes of SES (SES-60, n=10, 4 men, 22±2 y, 
1.75 m, 71 kg). Ten participants were assigned to a control group, and completed sham 
SES (SES-0, 4 men, 22±2y, 1.77 m, 76 kg). An active control group controlling for spatial 
specificity was not included because the spatial specific nature of SES has already been 
shown in patients [7] and healthy participants [35]. Each participant visited the lab on 
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three different occasions and received only one intervention because consolidation of 
motor memory was expected. On the first day, baseline measures were taken using TMS 
and peripheral nerve stimulation. Next, participants were familiarized with the visuomotor 
task before baseline visuomotor performance was determined. Immediately, 24 hours 
(Day 2), and 7 days (Day 7) after the intervention, baseline measures were repeated 
to determine acute and consolidation effects, respectively. Participants performed the 
follow-up tests at the same time (±2 hours) relative to baseline to minimize circadian 
effects on SES-induced cortical plasticity [36]. In addition, the quality and quantity of 
sleep over the experimental 1-week-period was determined using the Pittsburgh Sleep 
Quality Index [37]. Figure 4.1 depicts a schematic overview of the experimental design.  
4.2.3 Visuomotor testing
Participants sat in front of a laptop’s computer monitor (diagonal dimension, 34 cm) in a 
chair without armrests. The left arm was resting on a table and the right hand was placed 
half-supinated in a padded manipulandum that allowed only the right wrist to move, with 
the thumbs superior. The feet were flat on the ground with the knees flexed 90°.
Visuomotor performance was determined using 12 consecutive trials of a visuomotor 
tracking task. Participants followed a pre-programmed template as accurately as possible 
by flexing and extending the wrist in the transverse plane, which moved a cursor 
downwards and upwards, respectively, while the cursor progressed from left to right 
at a fixed speed that varied from 3.3 to 4.0 cm/s between trials. Visuomotor templates 
appeared in white over a sharp blue background. There were six different visuomotor 
templates that appeared in white over a sharp blue background and were presented to 
the participants in a random order. The order of visuomotor trials was similar each time 
behavioral performance was determined. The duration of each trial varied from four to 
six seconds with an average duration of five seconds. Because the trials directly followed 




































Figure 4.1: Schematic overview of the experimental design. Baseline measures including maximal compound 
action potentials (Mmax), corticospinal excitability (CSE), short-interval intracortical inhibition (SICI), 
intracortical facilitation (ICF), and input-output curves (IO curve) were performed before familiarization of 
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4.2.4 SES interventions
During SES, participants sat in a chair with both arms resting on the table. Two electrodes 
(ConMed Cleatrode, Ag/AgCl, Ref 1720-003, NY, USA) were affixed to the skin over the 
radial and median nerves ±2 cm proximal to the right elbow. Electrical square wave 
pulses (pulse width, 1 ms) were applied using a constant-current electrical stimulator 
(Digitimer, model DS7A, Welwyn Garden City, UK) in 0.5-s-trains consisting of 5 pulses 
delivered at a frequency of 10 Hz, followed by a 0.5-s phase with no stimulation (50% 
duty cycle). Pulses with 1 ms width predominantly activate cutaneous and proprioceptive 
fibers [38]. SES intensity was set at just below the motor threshold (3.2±1.6 mA) and 
was determined as the highest intensity without a motor response and pain in the wrist 
flexor and extensor muscles, causing mild paresthesia in the right arm. Participants were 
seated in front of a screen and instructed not to move the right arm during SES while 
the electrical pulses were shown on the screen represented by squares. At five- minute 
intervals, participants performed a counting task similar to the serial seven-seconds task 
used in the mini mental state examination to control for attentional drift [39].
4.2.5 Control intervention
The experimental setup in the control group was identical to the setup during real 
SES intervention. Electrical pulses were visualized on the projection screen. However, 
invisible to the participant, the cable was unplugged from the stimulator. The duration 
of this sham SES was 20, 40, or 60 minutes and varied randomly between participants.
4.2.6 EMG recording
The skin over the muscle belly of the right extensor carpi radialis muscle (ECR) was 
shaved, gently rubbed with fine sand paper, and cleaned with alcohol before 37 x 26 
x 15 mm, 14 g, wireless, pre-amplified parallel-bar sensors were affixed to the skin 
with a four-slot adhesive interface to record surface electromyographic (EMG) activity 
(Trigno, Delsys Inc, Natick, MA, USA) during electrophysiological measures. The EMG 
signal was sampled at 4 kHz using data acquisition software (Power 1401 and Signal, 
Cambridge electronics Design, Cambridge, UK). The data were recorded with a 20-450 
Hz bandwidth and amplified 909 times, with a channel noise less than 0.75 μV, and a 





































the visuomotor task and completion of one of four somatosensory electrical stimulation (SES) interventions. 
Baseline measures were repeated immediately post SES (IP), on day 2 (D2), and on day 7 (D7).
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4.2.7 Transcranial magnetic stimulation
Two Magstim 200 magnetic stimulators (Magstim, Dyfed, UK), connected through a 
BiStim module, were used to evoke motor evoked potentials (MEPs) with a figure-of-
eight-shaped magnetic coil (loop diameter, 9 cm). With the handle pointing backwards at 
~45° away from the sagittal plane, the coil was placed over the left M1 at the optimal spot 
to evoke MEPs in the right ECR. The optimal spot was marked on a cloth cap worn by the 
participants to ensure consistent coil placement throughout the experiments. Next, the 
resting motor threshold (rMT) was determined as the nearest 1% of stimulator output at 
which MEPs of at least 50 μV were evoked in the right ECR in five out of ten consecutive 
stimuli (5-s interstimulus interval with 10% variation).
Short-interval intracortical inhibition (SICI) and intracortical facilitation (ICF) were 
measured in one TMS run. Stimuli were delivered with 10% inter-pulse variation 
according to a previously-established protocol [40]. With a subthreshold stimulus set at 
80% of rMT and a suprathreshold stimulus set at 120% of rMT, SICI (n = 10) and ICF 
(n = 10) were evoked with intervals of 2 ms and 10 ms between the subthreshold and 
suprathreshold stimulus, respectively. There were at least 5 s (10% variation) between 
subsequent trials at a constant TMS intensity regardless of changes in excitability [41].
In a separate TMS run, input-output properties of the corticospinal path were determined 
using an input-output curve (IO curve) in all but one participant, in which the rMT was 
too high to stimulate at sufficient intensities to create a reliable curve. IO curves were 
obtained by randomly applying 10 intensity levels ranging from 90 to 180% of rMT with 
eight stimuli at each intensity (5-s inter-stimulus interval with 10% variation). 
4.2.8 Peripheral electrical nerve stimulation
Maximal compound action potentials (Mmax) in the right ECR were evoked using square-
wave electrical pulses (pulse width, 1 ms) applied to the radial nerve by means of the 
same stimulator used for SES. This was done to normalize MEPs by Mmax, thus enabling 
comparison of pre-, post-, and follow-up measurements. The intensity of the electrical 
pulses was progressively increased from 3 mA with 5 mA increments (5-s inter-stimulus 
interval) until a plateau in the M-wave peak-to-peak amplitude was observed.
4.2.9 Data analysis
The vertical mean absolute deviation between cursor and the preprogrammed template 
(i.e., in the y-direction) was calculated for each of the 12 test trials using custom Matlab 
software (Mathworks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA, version 2014a). Per trial a mean 
deviation was calculated for a complete template. This value was then averaged for 
12 trials to calculate an average per participant. Percentage differences between the 
average visuomotor performance at each time point were calculated to quantify motor 
skill acquisition and motor memory consolidation. In addition, net skill acquisition and 
net motor memory consolidation was calculated as the magnitude of learning in SES 
groups minus the magnitude of learning in the control group.
We quantified the peak-to-peak amplitude of MEPs. Trials were excluded when TMS did not 
elicit a motor response or when MEPs differed more than two standard deviations from the 
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mean (4% of all MEPs in total). SICI and ICF were expressed as the ratio of the conditioned 
peak-to-peak MEP amplitude and the non-conditioned peak-to-peak MEP amplitude; 
higher values for SICI and ICF represent less inhibition and more facilitation, respectively.
IO curves were determined as mean MEP amplitudes at each intensity. Next, IO curve 
parameters were calculated using the Bolzmann equation (Equation 1) where evoked 
muscle responses (EMR) with increasing intensity (S) are subdivided into several 
components: maximal evoked muscle response (EMRmax) is the plateau of the IO curves, 
S50 is the stimulation intensity required to elicit a MEP with 50% of the maximal 
amplitude, and K is the slope at S50 [42].
EMRmax most likely reflects a balance of excitatory and inhibitory components in the 
corticospinal tract, and the slope of the IO curve indicates the size of the subliminal 
fringe. In addition, we calculated the area under the IO curve (AUC) as a global measure 
of the excitability because this parameter is determined by both the slope and the plateau 
value of the IO-relation.
4.2.10 Statistical analysis
All data are reported as mean ± standard deviation. Analyses were performed on log-
transformed data when normality was not confirmed by the Shapiro-Wilk test using SPSS 
(version 22.0). All variables are reported in their original, non-transformed, form and 
significance was set at p < 0.05.
Multilevel analysis was performed using MLwin (version 2.29). Multilevel analysis is 
robust to missing values and solves the assumption of sphericity associated with repeated 
measures of variance [43]. In total, 4% of the TMS data were missing. In addition, 
multilevel analysis can handle baseline differences between groups by allowing intercepts 
to vary between participants. Therefore, random intercept and slope models (Model 1) 
were constructed for performance and TMS variables in which Time of measurement 
(level 1) was nested within Participants (level 2). Subsequently, separate models were 
made for Group effects of stimulation in general (Stimulation: SES and SES-0; Model 2) 
or Group effects of stimulation duration (Duration: SES-0, SES-20, SES-40, and SES-60; 
Model 2). To both models Time effects (pre, Post, Day 2, and Day 7; Model 2) and Group 
(Duration or Stimulation) by Time interactions (Model 3) were added to examine main 
and interaction effects for each variable. Spearman correlation analysis was performed 
on non-transformed and non-normally distributed change scores in the complete 
sample to identify significant relationships. Additional Spearman correlation analysis 
was performed to examine whether SES-induced changes in visuomotor performance 

















The four groups were similar in age, mass, and height, and had similar quantity and 
quality of sleep (Table 4.1). 
4.3.1 Behavioral data
Multilevel analysis showed that there was significant variability within (level 1) and 
between (level 2) participants. Specifically, the variance partition coefficient was 67% 
(p < 0.05), justifying the use of a multilevel model. Visuomotor performance increased 
significantly over Time (p < 0.05) in absence of an effect of Group (Stimulation and 
Duration; χ2 = 144.8, p < 0.001; Figure 4.2). The interaction effects significantly improved 
the model (χ2 = 20.2, p < 0.05) and showed that after SES-20, visuomotor performance 
increased on Day 2 (31% ± 12.0) and Day 7 (41% ± 10.1) relative to SES-0 (Day 2: 16% 
± 19.9 and Day 7: 24% ± 16.1, both p < 0.001). Furthermore, visuomotor performance 
also increased after SES-60 on Day 7 (35% ± 15.5) compared to SES-0 (24% ± 16.1; 
p = 0.022). To reiterate, the multilevel analysis, that handled baseline differences by 
allowing intercepts to vary, revealed that there were delayed effects of SES on motor 
memory consolidation effects that were not proportional to the duration of SES. Table 4.2 
summarizes the behavioral data.
4.3.2 Neuronal excitability
All TMS metrics showed significant level-2 variation (range variance partition coefficient: 
14% to 77%, all p < 0.05). There were no effects of Group (Stimulation and Duration), 
and Time on K, S50, and AUC computed from IO curves (all p > 0.05; Figure 4.3A). EMRmax, 
however, was found to increase with borderline significance immediately after SES in the 
SES groups combined (5 ± 24%) compared to SES-0 (-19% ± 30.7; p = 0.02; χ2 = 9.6, 
p = 0.006; Figure 4.3B) but on Day 2 and Day 7, this was not significant anymore. In 
contrast to EMRmax, SICI and ICF were not modified after SES. Table 4.3 summarizes the 
corticospinal and intracortical excitability data.
 
 Age (y) Gender BMI (kg/m2) PSQI 
    D2 D7 
 Mean (SD) M/F Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) 
SES-20 22.7 (2.3) 4/6 23.1 (3.1) 2.4 (1.5) 4.0 (2.3) 
SES-40 22.5 (2.8) 6/4 23.5 (4.6) 2.4 (1.7) 2.9 (2.0) 
SES-60 21.6 (1.5) 4/6 22.9 (2.1) 3.5 (2.1) 3.9 (2.3) 
SES-0 21.5 (1.7) 4/6 23.8 (1.8) 3.6 (2.8) 4.1 (2.4) 
	
Table 4.1: Participant characteristics 
Participant characteristics are presented for each experimental group as mean ± 
SD. BMI, body mass index; PSQI, Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (lower score is 
































Figure 4.2: Increases in visuomotor performance after 0, 20, 40, or 60 minutes of somatosensory electrical 
stimulation (SES). Percent increases are corrected for improvements as a result of familiarization with 
the task immediately post (IP), on Day 2 (D2), and Day 7 (D7). Performance increased more in SES-20 
compared to SES-0 on Day 2. On Day 7, performance increased more in SES-20 and SES-60 compared to 
SES-0. *, Group by Time interaction with SES-0 (p < 0.05). Black dots represent individual changes. Vertical 
bars denote +1 SD.
Table 4.2: Behavioral data 
 Pre IP D2 D7 
 Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) 
SES-20 20.5 (3.39) 16.8 (2.79) 14.0 (1.65)* 12.1 (2.73)* 
SES-40 18.5 (3.25) 16.7 (3.10) 14.2 (2.95) 12.4 (2.42) 
SES-60 17.7 (2.59) 15.2 (2.47) 13.7 (3.62) 11.3 (2.38)* 
SES-mean 18.9 (3.08) 16.2 (2.79) 14.0 (2.74) 11.9 (2.51)* 
SES-0 16.7 (4.48) 14.6 (2.80) 13.7 (3.66) 12.3 (2.82) 
	Values are presented as mean (SD) for the pre, immediately post (IP), Day 
2 (D2), and Day 7 (D7) measurement. The values represent deviation from 
the preprogrammed template in degrees (°). Somatosensory electrical 
stimulation (SES)-mean represents the average of SES-20, SES-40, and 








































Figure 4.3: Panel A: Input-output 
curves before (equation: y = -0.0005x3 
– 0.0031x2 + 0.1649x – 0.1628) 
and after (equation: y = -0.0002x3 – 
0.0081x2 + 0.1946 – 0.1888) soma-
tosensory electrical stimulation (SES) 
and before (equation: y = 0.0006x3 
– 0.0155x2 + 0.1806 – 0.1819) and 
after (equation: y = -0.0009x3 + 
0.0048x2 + 0.1084 – 0.1216) a con-
trol intervention. Panel B: Maximal 
evoked motor responses (EMRmax) 
increased after SES compared to 
SES-0 Immediately Post intervention 
(IP), but not on Day 2 (D2) and Day 7 
(D7). *, Group by Time interaction (p 
< 0.05). Vertical bars denote +1 SD.
 
  Pre IP D2 D7 
  Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) Mean (SD) 
EMRmax SES-mean 0.75 (0.39) 0.76 (0.40)* 0.71 (0.43) 0.68 (0.51) 
SES-0 0.63 (0.25) 0.55 (0.29) 0.54 (0.26) 0.57 (0.24) 
AUC SES-mean 44.5 (22.3) 46.8 (21.6) 41.5 (23.1)  42.8 (31.9) 
SES-0 36.0 (17.2) 35.0 (19.8) 32.7 (17.4) 34.3 (18.7) 
SICI SES-mean 56.4 (30.3) 58.3 (24.0) 49.6 (27.0) 59.3 (26.2) 
SES-0 56.9 (35.5) 40.5 (15.8) 46.8 (20.1) 46.5 (22.3) 
ICF SES-mean 142.4 (39.4) 142.1 (45.9) 129.8 (46.3) 140.3 (43.7) 
SES-0 127.9 (26.5) 120.7 (46.5) 125.7 (22.8) 132.2 (23.4) 
	
Table 4.3: Transcranial magnetic stimulation data
Values are presented as mean (SD) for the pre, immediately post (IP), Day 2 (D2), and Day 
7 (D7) measurement. EMRmax, maximal evoked motor response (mV); AUC, area under 
the curve (mV.maximal stimulator output); SICI: short-interval intracortical inhibition 
(% test pulse size); ICF, intracortical facilitation (% test pulse size). Somatosensory 
electrical stimulation (SES)-mean represents the average of SES-20, SES-40, and SES-
60. *, p < 0.05 relative to SES-0 at Pre.
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Figure 4.4: Spearman correlations between changes 
in maximal evoked motor response (EMRmax) and 
changes in motor performance immediately after 
SES (IP; n = 30; Panel A), on day 2 (D2; n = 30; 
Panel B), and on day 7 (D7; n = 30; Panel C). No 
significant correlations were observed.
Figure 4.5: Spearman correlation 
between changes in short interval 
intracortical inhibition (SICI) and 
intracortical facilitation (ICF) 
immediately post intervention (IP; 
n = 40). *, significant correlation 
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4.3.3 Correlation analyses
SES-induced improvements in visuomotor performance did not correlate with changes 
in EMRmax immediately after SES (Figure 4.4A), on Day 2 (Figure 4.4B), and on Day 7 
(Figure 4.4C), similar to the other neurophysiological parameters. However, changes in 
SICI and ICF observed after the interventions were moderately correlated (ρ = 0.407, 
p = 0.009; Figure 4.5), indicating that a decreased inhibition correlated with increased 
facilitation. These moderate correlations were absent on Day 2 and Day 7.
4.4 DISCUSSION
The present data show that SES did not improve visuomotor performance acquisition 
(4%) but in certain conditions, SES produced delayed effects on Day 2 (SES-20: 15%) 
and Day 7 (SES-20: 17%; SES-60: 11%) that were not proportional to SES duration. In 
contrast, specific responses to TMS increased only immediately after SES and were also 
not proportional to the duration of SES. Collectively, low-intensity peripheral electrical 
nerve stimulation did not acutely improve healthy adults’ visuomotor performance but 
did produce delayed effects in the form of enhanced motor memory consolidation after 
SES that were not proportional to the duration of SES. We interpret these results from the 
perspective of how sensory inputs modulate motor output and the relationship between 
TMS metrics and motor output.
4.4.1 Behavioral data
4.4.1.1 Acquisition effects
SES can improve healthy participants’ motor performance, but these observations are 
inconsistent and the dose-response effects in terms of stimulation duration are unclear. 
SES for 120 minutes meaningfully improved healthy adults’ functional performance by 
12% in a functional performance battery [44] but produced no substantial changes in 
the kinematics of a reach-to-grasp movement [35]. Although 25 minutes of SES recently 
improved performance in a visuomotor task by 2.7° (6%; effect size: 1.24; p < 0.05) [18], 
a similar paradigm produced smaller and non-significant changes in the present study 
(4%; effect size: 0.83; Figure 4.2). The source of these inconsistencies is unclear, but may 
be related to the intact state of the sensory and motor systems in the healthy participants 
because stroke patients in general, but especially those with more impairment, showed 
more prominent 15% improvements after SES [7,8,19,20,45,46]. Even though clinical 
studies used 120 minutes as ‘clinical standard’, these studies provided no physiological 
or clinical rational for delivering SES for this specific duration. To address this question, 
future studies will need to determine the dose-response relationship in terms of SES 
duration in patients to extend the present study conducted in healthy young adults. 
The mechanism of how SES increases motor performance remains elusive. The sensory 
and motor systems interact through spinal interneurons at a segmental level [4] and 
through paths interconnecting the sensory and motor cortices, structures SES activates 
[5,6,9,10]. One possibility is that through these pathways, SES makes neurons in these 
areas more accessible to voluntary command. SES can expand cortical representations 
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of the stimulated body parts in sensory and motor cortices [9,47], and induces LTP-
like plasticity indicated by increased corticospinal excitability [11-13], increased ICF 
[14], and decreased GABAergically mediated SICI [15]. GABA concentration is known to 
be associated with motor skill acquisition [48] and pharmacologically enhanced GABA 
function blocks increases in corticospinal excitability [11] and use-dependent plasticity 
[49]. However, the low or altogether absent correlations between TMS metrics and 
behavioral outcome in the present and previous studies (e.g., [18]) suggest that cortical 
and corticospinal excitability measures may contribute but are not directly related 
to motor performance. Especially for complex tasks, it is conceivable that neuronal 
processes, paths, and structures other than the ones TMS can assay are more involved in 
the SES-induced increases in motor performance. For example, synchronization of neural 
oscillations in the gamma/theta band within the parietal region [50] and beta coherence 
between M1 and parietal areas [51] has been shown to correlate with the magnitude of 
motor learning. Although beta coherence can predict motor cortex excitability outcome 
tested with TMS [52], TMS cannot fully capture functional connectivity between spatially 
distributed cortical areas.
4.4.1.2 Consolidation effects
Although SES did not produce enhanced skill acquisition, it produced effects on 
consolidation in the form of enhanced visuomotor performance on Day 2 (SES-20: 15%) 
and Day 7 (SES-20: 17%; SES-60: 11%) relative to SES-0. There was no dose-response 
relationship in the effects of SES on motor performance. Notwithstanding that the acute 
increases in corticospinal excitability were the greatest immediately after SES-40 (51%), 
the increases in visuomotor performance were not significant. Although the increases 
on Day 7 (9% relative to SES-0) did follow a similar pattern (Figure 4.2), the lack of 
significance may be related to the instability of the corticospinal drive after the greatest 
increases in corticospinal excitability immediately after SES-40 [53]. These offline, 
between-session skill enhancements are a component of motor memory consolidation 
beyond stabilization [54] and can last up to eight years after motor practice [22]. The 
average motor memory consolidation after SES on Day 2 (10.6%) and Day 7 (12.5%) 
corresponds to healthy adults’ motor memory consolidation following practice of a motor 
sequence (9.6%) [23] and tracking (10.8%) [21]. Thus, SES can evoke delayed effects 
similar to the effects produced by motor practice without SES. The SES-effects tend to 
peak 24 hours after the intervention in healthy participants. In stroke patients, SES seems 
to enhance motor memory consolidation further beyond these 24 hours, an effect likely 
related to the impaired sensory and motor state having more room for improvement. 
The M1 plays an important role in motor memory consolidation [55,56]. An occlusion 
of LTP in M1 interferes with skill consolidation [17] whereas anodal transcranial direct 
current stimulation over M1 enhances skill consolidation [57]. SES may have enhanced 
motor memory consolidation by acting on M1 through direct connections between sensory 
and motor areas [5,6]. Trains of repeated sensory stimuli are suggested to resemble deep 
proprioceptive physiological stimuli inducing lasting changes in somatosensory evoked 
potentials [58]. Increases in somatosensory evoked potentials after peripheral nerve 
stimulation in humans [16] and repeated rhythmic whisker stimulation in mice confirm 
this suggestion [59]. Hyperexcitability of ascending sensory axons occurs after SES 
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trains with a duration of at least 7-12 minutes and these effects persist for 18 minutes 
following the stimulation period [31,60]. Recent neurophysiological studies [13] and the 
present study confirm these findings showing changes within 20 minutes. These nerve 
excitability studies suggest that maximal increases in axonal excitability is reached after 
only 7 minutes, and may explain the absence of a dose-response relationship in the 
present study. Consistent with a previous report, associated changes in M1 excitability 
after SES did not reach significance on Days 2 and 7. In contrast, SES-induced shifts in 
cortical maps can be retained days after SES [12]. In line with this, SES expanded the 
cortical representation of stimulated body parts in the primary sensory cortex, M1, and 
premotor cortex, indicated by increases perfusion and blood-oxygen-level-dependent 
voxel count [9]. 
SES may also have enhanced motor memory consolidation by increasing activity in 
premotor, posterior parietal, and cerebellar regions [9,25,26]. These regions are known 
to be involved in motor memory consolidation [27] and movement related activity in 
these areas increases after SES [9]. The premotor cortex is responsible for planning of 
intended movements [61], and is connected to the somatosensory cortex and higher 
order associative areas such as the parietal cortex [62]. We speculate that SES may have 
induced lasting representational reorganization in these areas and thereby augmented 
offline skill enhancement through increasing activity in these structures. In sum, the 
present study shows that SES can enhance motor memory consolidation in healthy 
adults, independent on stimulation duration. Such positive effects occurred in absence 
of correlations with changes in neuronal excitability, suggesting that mechanisms, paths, 
and/or structures other than those examined in the present experiment, such as the 
premotor, parietal, and cerebellar areas, may have been responsible for the observed 
consolidation effects. Although additional studies are needed to examine the exact time-
course of induced changes in axonal excitability and associated activity and excitability, 
lasting changes in topographical maps after SES as a result of strengthened connections 
through Hebbian-like plasticity could underlie the enhanced motor memory consolidation 
observed in the present study.
4.4.2 Neuronal excitability 
4.4.2.1 Corticospinal excitability
In agreement with our hypothesis, SES at sensory intensities increased EMRmax without 
affecting the slope of the recruitment curve (5%; Figure 4.3B) [11,63,64]. Such effects 
were independent of SES duration. Increases in measures of corticospinal excitability 
after only 20 minutes of SES agree with previous findings [13]. High-frequency SES can 
make sensory axons hyperexcitable in 7-12 minutes, an effect that can outlast SES by 
up to 18 minutes [31,60]. The hyperexcitability of sensory axons can be due to high 
extracellular [K+] and pump-induced hyperpolarization [60]. At a cortical level, the present 
observations roughly correspond with the time-course of induction of LTP after theta-
burst stimulation (25-35 minutes after induction of LTP; [32]). However, considering the 
methodological differences between these and the present studies, the development of 
axonal excitability and LTP after low-frequency SES in healthy participants and patients 
over time periods up to 120 minutes needs to be clarified in future studies to provide 
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insight into the time-course of induction of hyperexcitability at a peripheral level that 
could underlie changes in neuronal excitability and motor performance.
The data are also compatible with observations that SES at sensory intensities tends 
to increase recruitment curve plateaus indicating an increase in the maximal output 
of corticospinal neurons through changes in the balance of excitatory and inhibitory 
components in the corticospinal tract [11,63,64]. In contrast, SES at intensities sufficient 
to produce muscle twitches rather increases MEP amplitudes in the low-intensity portion 
of the recruitment curve [13,30,63]. These data indicate that SES at sensory intensities 
increases the maximal output of corticospinal neurons rather than increasing the 
excitability of the descending projections. Because the motor task in the present study 
only required low forces, increases in EMRmax may not have been relevant to the increases 
in visuomotor performance. The lack of correlations between increases in EMRmax and 
changes in motor performance (Figure 4.4A-C) reinforces this idea and suggest that 
increases in EMRmax rely on different neuronal populations than the ones responsible for 
visuomotor performance in the present study.
This suggestion is supported by our observations on Days 2 and 7. SES increased EMRmax 
acutely but not on Days 2 and 7, while the increases in motor performance after SES 
only became evident days after SES ended. Besides the order of measures (i.e., TMS 
measures before motor test on Days 2 and 7), we consider two other factors to explain a 
lack of correlations between behavioral and neurophysiological parameters. First, within 
six hours after motor practice, brain activity shifts to prefrontal, parietal, and cerebellar 
regions [27]. Such a shift may explain why SES had no effects on TMS outcomes measured 
in M1 on Days 2 and 7. Second, error-based learning involves not only M1 but additional 
areas associated with motor planning, error detection and correction, working memory, 
and attention such as the basal ganglia thalamocortical loops, cerebellar areas, anterior 
cingulate cortex, inferior frontal gyrus, visual, and parietal areas [24,65-67]. Thus, it is 
not entirely surprising that the increase in visuomotor performance did not correlate with 
changes in TMS measures obtained in M1. It is possible that SES augmented retention 
compared with control by increasing the excitability of cortical structures within these 
regions. These increases in excitability subsequently could have made motor control more 
accurate on Days 2 and 7. Altogether, the present data show an increase in a specific aspect 
of corticospinal excitability that does not explain the observed skill enhancement on Days 
2 and 7, a finding consistent with recent results [68], indicating that neuronal excitability, 
as measured by TMS, is not necessarily related to behavioral outcome at retention.
4.4.2.2 Intracortical excitability
After SES, the decrease in SICI (20%) was not significant and did not correlate with 
immediate and delayed improvements in visuomotor skill on Days 2 and 7. Changes in 
GABAA-mediated SICI reflect LTP-like mechanisms in inhibitory horizontal connections 
[69] and tends to decrease after SES in stroke patients [19]. In contrast, SES seems not 
to affect SICI in healthy participants in previous [11,18] and the present study. Similarly, 
ICF was also not modified after SES (6%), in agreement with data obtained in healthy 
participants [11,18] and stroke patients [19]. Although the changes were not significant 
and did not correlate with increases in visuomotor performance, acute effects of SES on 
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SICI and ICF did correlate with each other (Figure 4.5). These data suggest that SES may 
modulate the excitability of intracortical circuits and gives a hint, in contrast to previous 
suggestions [11], that LTP-like mechanisms contribute to neuronal and behavioral 
changes after SES.
4.4.3 Limitations and conclusion
First, between-group differences at baseline complicate the interpretation of skill 
acquisition and motor memory consolidation, although multilevel analysis does in part 
handle these differences. Second, results from our healthy sample cannot be generalized 
to patients. However, since the effects of SES on skill acquisition are generally stronger 
in patients compared to healthy participants [7,8,19,20], it is likely that SES can also 
enhance motor memory consolidation in patients. Third, we did not control whether sham 
and real SES were perceived differently by the participants. Additionally, although spatial 
specificity has previously been shown in both patients [7] and healthy participants [35], 
our experimental design did not check whether the SES-induced effects observed in the 
present study are specific to the stimulated area. Fourth, we performed TMS measures 
only at rest in conjunction with a task that involved actual muscle contractions, making 
the interpretation of the data challenging, an issue recently discussed [70,71]. Finally, 
we did not use neuronavigation equipment for TMS to ensure consistent coil placement 
across days. However, considering the almost numerically identical values for rMT on all 
three separate days, we argue that TMS measures are performed correctly and can be 
compared across days.
In conclusion, SES can enhance motor memory consolidation 24 hours and 7 days after 
stimulation, independent of stimulation duration. In addition, SES has acute effects 
on certain measures of corticospinal excitability in healthy participants. The absence 
of correlations between neuronal excitability and motor memory consolidation could 
indicate that these two phenomena occur with a different timing or that other structures 
are also involved in mediating these effects. SES is known to activate premotor, parietal 
and cerebellar areas. However not measured by TMS, these structures are known to be 
involved in motor memory consolidation and could have contributed to the increases 
in performance on Days 2 and 7. Collectively, low-intensity electrical peripheral nerve 
stimulation did not acutely affect healthy adults’ visuomotor performance but instead 
SES produced delayed effects in the form of enhanced motor memory consolidation that 
were not proportional to the duration of SES. 
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LATION INDUCES SKILL ACQUISITION, 
CONSOLIDATION, AND INTERLIMB 
TRANSFER BY INCREASING SENSORI-
MOTOR ACTIVITY AND CONNECTIVITY
Veldman, M.P., Maurits, N.M., Zijdewind, I., Maffiuletti, N.A., van Middelkoop, S., 
Mizelle, J.C., Hortobágyi, T.
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The interaction between the sensory and motor systems is important 
for human normal motor function and learning. Enhancing sensory input 
using somatosensory electrical stimulation (SES) can increase motor 
performance, but the neuronal mechanisms underlying these effects 
are largely unknown. With electroencephalography (EEG), we examined 
whether skill acquisition, consolidation, and interlimb transfer after SES 
was related to increased activity in sensorimotor regions as assessed 
by the N30 somatosensory evoked potential or rather increased 
connectivity between these regions as assessed by the phase slope 
index (PSI). Right and left-hand motor performance and EEG measures 
were taken before, immediately after, and 24 hours (Day 2) after either 
SES (n = 12) or Control (n = 12). The results showed skill acquisition 
and consolidation in the stimulated right hand immediately after SES 
(6%) and on Day 2 (9%) and interlimb transfer to the non-stimulated 
left hand on Day 2 relative to Control (8%, all p < 0.05). Increases in N30 
amplitudes correlated with skill acquisition while PSI from electrodes that 
represent the parietal and primary sensory cortex to the electrode that 
represents the primary motor cortex correlated with skill consolidation. 
In contrast, interlimb transfer did not correlate with the EEG-derived 
neurophysiological estimates obtained in the present study, which may 
indicate the involvement of subcortical structures in interlimb transfer 
after SES. In conclusion, weak peripheral sensory inputs in the form of 
SES produce skill acquisition, consolidation, and interlimb transfer that 





Direct connections between the somatosensory cortex and the primary motor cortex 
(M1) provide a neuroanatomical basis for the interdependency of sensory and motor 
function (rodents [1], humans [2]). Behaviorally, the tight link between sensory and 
motor function is demonstrated by motor effects of anesthesia of cutaneous afferents 
and stimulation of muscle afferents through vibration [3,4]. Additionally, sensory deficits 
as a result of a stroke damaging the neocortex appear in close relation to motor deficits 
[5]. Unsurprisingly, the relationship between motor and sensory function has been 
exploited for over three decades to improve motor function in neurological patients by 
manipulating sensory input [6-8].
One of many possible ways to enhance sensory input is through stimulation of cutaneous 
and muscle afferents using weak peripheral electrical stimulation. Such stimulation in 
the form of somatosensory electrical stimulation (SES) can increase motor performance, 
cortical activity, and motor excitability (for a review, see [9]). Specifically, SES acutely 
increases activation in sensorimotor areas in the neocortex, including the primary 
sensory cortex (S1), secondary sensory cortex (S2), supplementary motor area (SMA), 
dorsal premotor cortex (PMd), posterior parietal cortex, and M1 [7,10-13], increases 
corticospinal excitability [14-17], and decreases intracortical inhibition [6,14]. Such SES-
induced plasticity of the central nervous system is likely mediated by use-dependent 
long-term potentiation-like mechanisms [14], which are remarkably similar to the 
mechanisms suggested to mediate increases in motor performance following motor skill 
training [18,19]. It is therefore not surprising that SES-induced synaptic plasticity can 
also improve motor performance. That is, unilateral SES can induce skill acquisition, 
consolidation, and transfer of a motor skill to the contralateral hand [6,17,20].
Yet, the precise mechanisms of how SES increases motor performance are unclear 
because increases in cortical activity and excitability did not correlate with increases 
in motor performance after SES [20]. Functional magnetic resonance imaging and 
transcranial magnetic stimulation, however, may not be optimal to detect SES-induced 
synchronized input and adaptations in synaptic connectivity between regions in the 
sensorimotor system. To address this issue, we used electroencephalography (EEG) to 
capture oscillatory neuronal dynamics with a high temporal resolution. We measured not 
only activity in sensorimotor areas reflected by the N30 somatosensory evoked potential 
(SEP) that is sensitive to changes in motor performance following skill learning [21,22] 
but we also quantified interregional connectivity by the phase slope index (PSI). Previous 
studies showed that the magnitude of connectivity correlated with motor learning 
[23-25]. The PSI estimates not only the magnitude, but also the direction of effective 
connectivity and is robust against volume conduction artifacts by taking the imaginary 
part of coherency [26,27]. This makes PSI a suitable measure of multimodal integration. 
We thus examined the link between sensory and motor function and determined 
whether SES can induce the acquisition, consolidation, and interlimb transfer of a 
complex visuomotor skill in healthy young adults. Second, we used EEG to determine 
whether adaptations in cortical plasticity, measured by PSI and N30 SEP, underlie the 
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expected increases in motor performance 
after SES. Considering the complexity 
of the involved systems requiring the 
integration of somatosensory, visual, and 
motor information, we hypothesized that 
measures of connectivity would more 
accurately predict SES-induced motor 
learning compared to measures of activity.
5.2 METHODS
Twenty-four healthy young adults 
participated in this study. The experi-
mental procedures were explained to 
the participants and a written informed 
consent was obtained before participation 
in a study protocol that was approved 
by the Medical Ethical Committee of the 
University Medical Center Groningen and 
conducted according to the declaration of 
Helsinki (2013). Right-handedness was 
checked using the Edinburgh handedness 
inventory [28] and health status using a 
health questionnaire [29].
5.2.1 Experimental design
Figure 5.1 shows the experimental 
design. Participants were randomized 
and received either 20 minutes of right-
hand SES (n = 12, 5 males, 21.3 ± 3.0 y, 
1.76 ± 0.1 m, 70.8 ± 9.3 kg) or rested for 
20 minutes to control for the effects of 
testing and attention on motor learning 
and synaptic plasticity (Control, n = 12, 
5 males, 20.7 ± 1.4 y, 1.78 ± 0.11 m, 
76.7 ± 17.8 kg). Participants reported 
to the lab on two consecutive days. On 
Day 1, they were familiarized with the 
visuomotor task and EEG equipment. 
Then, baseline measures of right and left-
hand (randomized) motor performance 
and EEG were obtained, followed by 
either the SES or Control intervention. 



































Figure 5.1. Schematic overview of the experimental 
design. Baseline measures including motor 
performance (12 visuomotor trials in the right and 
left hand), resting state electroencephalography 
(EEG), and somatosensory evoked potentials 
(SEPs) were obtained before and immediately 
after 20 minutes of somatosensory electrical 
stimulation (SES) or a control intervention on 
Day 1. Twenty-four hours after the intervention, 
baseline measures were obtained again (Day 2).
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and 24 hours after the intervention on Day 2, baseline measures were obtained again to 
examine the immediate and consolidation effects, respectively. Additionally, on Day 2, 
participants completed the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index to examine the quality and 
quantity of sleep [30]. The importance of controlling for the quality and quantity of sleep 
is manifested by its role in the consolidation of motor memory [31].
5.2.2 Visuomotor testing
Visuomotor testing was performed in the same fashion as reported previously [17,20]. 
Briefly, participants sat in a chair without armrests in front of a computer monitor 
with their right or left hand in a padded manipulandum with the thumbs superior. The 
manipulandum allowed the wrist to only make flexion and extension movements. The 
inactive hand was resting on the ipsilateral anterior thigh. In this position, participants 
followed preprogrammed complex sinusoid templates as accurately as possible using 
wrist flexion and extension resulting in downward and upward movements of a cursor 
on the computer monitor. Visuomotor performance for the right and left hand was 
determined using 12 unique 5-s-long templates for each hand in a randomized order 
across participants. Immediately and 24 hours after the intervention, the same templates 
were used again to determine the acquisition and consolidation of the visuomotor skill in 
the stimulated right and non-stimulated left hand.
5.2.3 Somatosensory electrical stimulation
Two surface electrodes were placed ±3 cm proximal to the right elbow joint, one anteriorly 
medial to the biceps and brachial artery over the median nerve and one posteriorly 
between the biceps and triceps over the radian nerve. A constant-current stimulator 
(Digitimer Ltd model DS7A, Welwyn Garden City, UK) delivered five square wave pulses 
(1 ms pulse width) at 10 Hz every second, resulting in 500 ms-trains and a 50% duty 
cycle. Stimulation intensity was set just below the motor threshold that was individually 
determined as the minimum intensity to produce visible index finger movements. These 
parameters previously induced motor skill acquisition, consolidation, and interlimb 
transfer in healthy young adults [17,20]. 
5.2.4 EEG recording
In a shielded room, 64-channel EEG was recorded using an ANT neuro waveguard 
cap (ANT neuro, Enschede, The Netherlands), placed on the scalp according to the 
international 10-20 system. Data were sampled at 2048 Hz and acquired with an average 
reference. In addition, horizontal and vertical electrooculogram and activity on bilateral 
mastoids were recorded for offline artifact-rejection and re-referencing. Impedance was 
constantly kept below 10 kΩ for all electrodes.
EEG was recorded in two conditions. In all conditions, participants were instructed to gaze 
slightly down and to avoid blinking, chewing, and swallowing. First, we recorded resting-
state EEG for three minutes to determine resting-state connectivity while the participants 
were seated with both hands on the anterior thigh. Second, SEPs were obtained by 
means of surface electrodes placed over the median nerve attached to the same electrical 
stimulator used for SES. The electrodes were placed approximately 3 cm proximal to the 
right wrist, between the tendons of the flexor pollicis longus and the palmaris longus. 
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Before and after the intervention on Day 1, and on Day 2, 500 stimulations were given 
using 1-ms-long square wave pulses delivered at 1.8 Hz at motor threshold intensity, 
determined as the minimum intensity needed to produce visible thumb twitches. Finally, 
SEPs were obtained by filtering and averaging the evoked EEG responses.
5.2.5 Data analysis
To quantify motor performance, the vertical mean absolute deviation between the 
preprogrammed templates and the participants’ performance was determined for each 
template using custom Matlab software (Mathworks, Natick, MA, version 2015a). The 
mean deviations were averaged across 12 trials to get an estimate of motor performance 
for each participant before, after, and 24 hours after the intervention.
The FieldTrip toolbox was used to preprocess and analyze the EEG data [32]. All data 
were cleaned from line noise and epoched (according to the specific requirements for the 
subsequent analysis) before the application of independent component analysis to remove 
components representing eye movement artifacts and those involving only one channel [33].
The resting-state data were used to quantify corticocortical connectivity using the PSI, 
an estimate of information flow by measuring the phase delay [27]. Since PSI is based on 
the imaginary part of coherency, it is highly robust against volume conduction artifacts 
[26,27]. Before PSI was computed, data were low-pass filtered (6th order Butterworth; 
70 Hz; 36 dB/octave) and segmented into non-overlapping 1-s-epochs. Subsequently, 
spectra were computed using a Fast Fourier Transform with a 10% Hanning window. 
Then, we calculated PSI in the alpha (8 – 12 Hz), low beta (13 – 19 Hz), and high beta 
(20 – 30 Hz) frequency ranges, and in the delta (1 – 4 Hz) frequency range as a negative 
control according to Eq. 1, where Cij(f) is the complex coherency, ��is the frequency 
resolution, and � represents the imaginary part.
Next, differences in � were computed between baseline PSI and post PSI and between 
baseline PSI and PSI at retention. These difference scores were normalized by the square 
root of the sum of squares of the individual standard deviations as estimated by the 
jackknife method, and normalized absolute values higher than two were considered 
significant. This approach allowed us to determine significant changes in connectivity as 
a result of SES while non-relevant noise. We determined changes in connectivity for 14 
electrode pairs: Parietal-M1 (P3-C3, P4-C4), PMd-M1 (Fc3-C3, Fc4-C4), SMA-M1 (Fcz-C3, 
Fcz-C4), S1-M1 (Cp3-C3, Cp4-C4), dorsolateral prefrontal cortex-M1 (F3-C3, F4-C4), and 
PMd-SMA (Fc3-Fcz, Fc4-Fcz) in the left and right hemisphere, and interhemispheric M1-
M1 (C3-C4) and S1-S1 (Cp3-Cp4) connectivity. The choice of electrodes as representation 
of anatomical brain regions was based on the literature. In the remainder of the paper, 
structure abbreviations are used for readability.
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 Right hand Left hand 
 Day 1 Day 2 Day 1 Day 2 
 Pre Post Retention Pre Post Retention 
SES 20.6 (2.3) 17.5 (2.5) 17.3 (2.3) 21.5 (3.4) 20.4 (4.0) 19.1 (3.3) 
Control 19.8 (3.2) 17.3 (3.1) 17.9 (3.1) 21.1 (1.7) 20.1 (2.5) 20.4 (3.4) 
	
Sensorimotor integration was quantified by the amplitude and latency of the N30 SEP 
in response to median nerve stimulation. To that purpose, data were epoched (-10 to 90 
ms around stimulation), and a 3 Hz high-pass filter (6th order Butterworth; 36 dB/octave) 
and baseline correction (10 ms baseline) were applied. Considering the frontal origin 
of the N30 SEP [34], N30 amplitudes were determined for the F3-right ear derivation.
5.2.6 Statistical analysis
All data are reported as means ± standard deviations and analyzed using SPSS (version 23.0). 
Normality of all behavioral and neurophysiological variables was checked using Shapiro-
Wilks tests. In case of non-normally distributed data, non-parametric statistics were adopted. 
First, one-way analysis of variance was used to determine differences between groups 
in demographic variables and baseline values. Since baseline performances were not 
different between groups, a two (Factor Group with levels: SES and Control) by three 
(Factor Time with levels: pre, post, and Day 2) repeated measures analysis of variance was 
performed on motor performances in the right and the left hand, separately. Greenhouse-
Geisser correction was used when the assumption of sphericity was violated. In case of a 
significant F-value, Tukey’s post-hoc test was used to control for multiple comparisons and 
identify the means that differed. Mann-Whitney U tests were used to compare difference 
scores of right- and left hand motor performance, PSI, and N30 amplitudes on Days 1 
and 2 between SES and Control with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. In 
addition, Cohen’s d was computed as a measure of effect size.
Finally, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient was used to relate changes in neuro-
physiological variables (PSI, N30) to increases in motor performance. Percent changes 
were calculated for skill acquisition and skill consolidation separately. For all analyses, 
the significance level was set at α = 0.05.
5.3 RESULTS
Participants in the SES and Control groups did not differ in age, height, weight, or grip 
strength, but SES participants had higher motor thresholds compared to Control participants 
(p = 0.007). The quality and quantity of sleep on Day 2 did not differ between groups.
Table 5.1: Behavioral data
Values are mean ± standard deviation in degrees of deviation from the preprogrammed 
template. SES, somatosensory electrical stimulation group.
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5.3.1 Motor performance
5.3.1.1 Stimulated right hand
There was a main effect of Time (F2,44 = 49.8, p < 0.001) and a trend towards a Group by 
Time interaction (F2,44 = 4.55, p = 0.061) indicating that both groups increased their right-
hand motor performance from pretest to posttest and retention . A comparison of percent 
changes indicated that motor performance increased more following SES compared to 
Control on Day 1 (17% vs. 11%; p = 0.019; effect size: 1.08) and Day 2 (16% vs. 7%; p 
= 0.040; effect size: 1.05) in the stimulated right hand (Figure 5.2A).
5.3.1.2 Non-stimulated left hand
There was a main effect of Time (F2,42 = 16.6, p = 0.001) and a Group by Time interaction 
(F2,42 = 7.0, p = 0.049) from pretest to posttest and retention, particularly driven by 
differences between SES and Control on Day 2 as indicated by Tukey’s post-hoc and 
percent changes (12% vs. 4%; p = 0.041; Figure 5.2B; effect size: 0.89). Increases in 
motor performance after SES in the stimulated right hand were greater compared to the 
non-stimulated left hand on Day 1 (17% vs. 5%; t11 = 3.8, p < 0.003), but not on Day 2 
(16% vs. 12%; t11 = 1.4, p = 0.179). In addition, increases in right and left hand motor 



































% Skill acquisition % Skill consolidation
Stimulated right hand Figure 5.2. Relative increas-
es in motor performance af-
ter somatosensory electrical 
stimulation (SES; black bars) 
and Control (white bars) in the 
stimulated right hand (A) and 
non-stimulated left hand (B). 
Motor performance, quantified 
as mean absolute deviation 
from a pre-programmed tem-
plate, increased more after SES 
compared to control in the right 
hand on Day 1 (skill acquisi-
tion) and Day 2 (skill consoli-
dation), and in the left hand on 




Although we included delta, alpha, low- and high-beta frequency ranges in the analysis, 
changes occurred only in the sensorimotor-related low- and high beta frequency ranges.
5.3.2.1 Phase slope index
Changes in PSI in the left hemisphere did not correlate with increases in right-hand 
motor performance on Day 1 (Figure 5.3A – left panel). However, Figure 5.3A (right 
panel) shows that on Day 2, the consolidated skills in the stimulated right hand correlated 
with increased information flow from left S1 to left M1 in the high-beta frequency range 
(ρ = 0.786, p = 0.018, n = 7; Figure 5.3C), as well as with increased information flow from 











































Motor performance, %Change Day 2 Motor performance, %Change Day 2
Skill acquisition (Day 1):
Right-stimulated hand
Left hemisphere
Skill acquisition (Day 1):
Left-non-stimulated hand
Right hemisphere              Left hemisphere
Skill consolidation (Day 2):
Right-stimulated hand
Left hemisphere
Skill consolidation (Day 2):
Left-non-stimulated hand
Right hemisphere              Left hemisphere
Figure 5.3. Significant correlations between differences in PSI and motor performance in the right 
(A) and left (B) hand on Days 1 (left panel) and 2 (right panel). The arrows represent the direction 
of information flow estimated by PSI in the high-beta frequency band (20-30 Hz) that correlated with 
increased motor performance. Right hand skill consolidation correlated with S1-M1 PSI (n = 7) (C), and 
Parietal-M1 PSI (n = 8) (D). *, bivariate correlation at p < 0.05.
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n = 8; Figure 5.3D). To reiterate, not all participants could be included in the analysis 
because we only took significant changes in PSI into account. In contrast to the right 
hand, increases in interlimb transfer did not correlate with changes in interhemispheric 
PSI or changes in PSI in the right hemisphere (Figure 5.3B).
5.3.2.2 Sensorimotor integration
Figure 5.4A shows N30 SEPs before, after, and 24 hours after SES in a representative 
participant. Amplitudes of the N30 SEP increased after SES on Day 1 compared to 
Control (30% vs. -7%, p = 0.02), but not on Day 2 (20% vs. 2%, p = 0.232; Figure 
5.4B). Increased N30 amplitudes correlated with increases in motor performance in the 
stimulated right hand on Day 1 (ρ = 0.470, p = 0.025; Figure 5.4C).
Figure 5.4. Panel A: A representative N30 
somatosensory evoked potential before 
(dashed black line), and after (solid black line) 
SES on Day 1, and on Day 2 (grey line). Panel 
B: N30 amplitudes increased significantly after 
SES (black bars) compared to Control (white 
bars) on Day 1, but not on Day 2. Panel C: 
The increases in N30 amplitudes on Day 1 
correlated positively with skill acquisition. *, p 
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5.4 DISCUSSION
We examined the link between sensory and motor function and showed that 20 minutes 
of weak peripheral nerve stimulation in the form of SES induced motor skill acquisition, 
consolidation, and interlimb transfers. EEG-derived measures of synaptic plasticity 
showed that the magnitude of skill acquisition in the stimulated right hand correlated 
with increases in N30 amplitudes that reflect activity in sensorimotor regions. In contrast 
to skill acquisition, interregional connectivity from the posteriorly located S1 and parietal 
cortex to M1 correlated with skill consolidation on Day 2. Interlimb transfer to the non-
stimulated left hand on Days 1 and 2 did not correlate with electrophysiological outcome 
measures. Together, weak peripheral sensory inputs alone without voluntary movements 
induced motor skill acquisition, consolidation, and interlimb transfer that correlated with 
enhanced sensorimotor activity and connectivity. We discuss the present data with a 
perspective on how sensory input modulates motor output.
 
5.4.1 SES increases motor performance
Sensory input, augmented by SES, can improve stroke patients’ hand motor function 
by ~15% [6,7,35]. SES has also been shown to improve healthy young adults’ motor 
performance [17,36]. The present data agree with these observations by showing a 17% 
increase in performance after SES compared to a control intervention (11%; Figure 
5.2A), numerically similar to performance increases after SES in a previous study in 
healthy young adults [17]. However, the immediate effects of SES on motor performance 
are variable across studies [17,20,36,37]. The source of such variability is unclear, but 
seems to be unrelated to stimulation duration or skill characteristics. The variability 
between participants may be partly due to the intact state of the sensorimotor system in 
healthy young adults, causing ceiling effects. 
In the period following SES, motor memory consolidation can occur either through 
stabilization or through an increase in motor performance after the intervention has 
stopped [38]. In the current study, in contrast with the inconsistent immediate effects, 
SES consistently induced motor memory consolidation on Day 2 (16 vs. 7%; Figure 
5.2A), a change that is numerically identical to a previous report [20]. Curiously, the 
magnitude of motor memory consolidation 24-h after passive SES resembles motor 
memory consolidation 24 hours after active motor practice of a motor sequence skill 
(10%) [39], and a tracking skill (11%) [40]. These data suggest that different mechanisms 
are involved in skill acquisition and consolidation and that SES is particularly effective in 
facilitating the latter.
In contrast to our hypothesis and to the observed increases in motor performance in 
the stimulated right hand, SES did not induce immediate interlimb transfer to the non-
stimulated left hand. Previous studies observed small but significant increases in motor 
performance following interventions aiming to increase sensory input by SES (6%) [17], 
or mirror therapy (13%) [41]. Such inconsistencies are in line with the present increases in 
right-hand motor performance, and indicate that the stimulus to the sensorimotor system 
induced by 20 minutes of SES cannot reliably produce immediate effects on interlimb 
transfer. However, in addition to skill consolidation in the stimulated right hand, we show 
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for the first time that SES can serve as a sensory primer for offline skill enhancements 
in the non-stimulated left hand (12%; Figure 5.2B). Compared to the consolidation of 
interlimb transfer after active motor practice interventions, these data agree with some 
[42,43] but not with other data showing that performance levels return to baseline 
over time [44]. The present observation suggest that SES can facilitate offline interlimb 
transfer and thus it can be a promising tool in rehabilitation of neurological patients 
who suffer from neurological disorders and are unable or unwilling to perform voluntary 
contractions with their affected side. All in all, in the present study, SES produced skill 
acquisition, consolidation, and consolidation of interlimb transfer in healthy young adults. 
There is a striking similarity in the magnitude of motor performance produced passively 
by SES and actively by motor practice as are the similarities in the neurophysiological 
mechanisms discussed next.
5.4.2 Cortical activity and connectivity changes related to SES-induced skill 
improvements are different for the stimulated and non-stimulated hand 
Adaptations in synaptic plasticity after SES in the present study agree with previous 
studies, reporting increases in activity [10] and excitability [14,45] in sensorimotor 
regions after SES. Increased activity, but not connectivity, in sensorimotor regions 
reflected by larger N30 amplitudes correlated with increases in motor performance 
immediately after SES in the stimulated right hand (Figure 5.4C) [22]. These data agree 
with increases in N30 amplitudes after active complex skill learning [21; Veldman et al., 
in revision], but disagree with changes in N30 amplitudes after a simple repetitive typing 
task [46]. This dissociation reinforces the suggestion that N30 amplitudes reflect activity 
in regions associated with sensorimotor integration, and further suggests that increasing 
neuronal activity in sensorimotor regions is an adequate and effective mechanism for the 
acquisition of complex skills that require the integration of sensory and motor components.
While skill acquisition on Day 1 was predominantly associated with activity in sensorimotor 
regions, increased information flow from posteriorly located left sensory and integrative 
regions to M1, as examined by PSI, correlated with motor memory consolidation on Day 
2 (Figure 5.3A,C,D). The involvement of precentral, postcentral, and parietal cortices in 
motor memory consolidation corresponds with increased activity of these regions after 
mesh-glove stimulation [10] and with a shift in activity towards these regions during 
motor memory consolidation after active motor practice [47,48]. These data point to 
a process of offline use-dependent strengthening of synaptic connectivity between 
posteriorly located regions and M1 in the left hemisphere, consistent with data showing 
gradual increases in motor network connectivity peaking at 5.5 hours after motor practice 
[49]. Therefore, it is conceivable that increased connectivity could not be manifested 
within the 20 minutes of SES, which may explain why activity rather than connectivity 
correlated with skill acquisition on Day 1. Taken together, we show for the first time that 
greater information flow from posteriorly located regions to M1 in the left hemisphere 
correlated with successful motor memory consolidation following SES. 
In contrast to the left hemisphere and despite increased motor performance in the 
non-stimulated left hand on Day 2, SES did not modify estimates of neuronal plasticity 
in the non-stimulated right hemisphere under the present experimental conditions. 
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These observations are in line with an absence of a correlation between improvements 
in right and left-hand motor performance in the present and previous studies [17,41]. 
However, given the extensive evidence that use-dependent adaptations in synaptic 
plasticity underlie behavioral changes following SES [14,18,50], the question remains 
how SES increased performance in the non-stimulated left hand. Models of interlimb 
transfer predict that interhemispheric pathways are mainly involved in the transfer of 
motor skills through either ‘callosal access’ or through ‘cross-activation’ [51]. Magnetic 
stimulation and imaging studies support these hypotheses and show that disinhibition 
and structural integrity of interhemispheric motor pathways, particularly the white 
matter fibers interconnecting the left and right SMA, coincide with behavioral changes 
after active motor practice [52-56] and passive SES [17]. However, the presence of 
performance increases in the absence of adaptations in neuronal plasticity in the 
present study suggests that neither ‘callosal access’ nor ‘cross-activation’ apply here 
and requires a different explanation. One possibility is that interlimb transfer following 
SES is caused by an underexposed role of the stimulated left M1 that was involved in 
right-hand skill consolidation (Figure 5.3A), that is, “tutoring” subcortical motor circuits 
during skill learning [57]. Such suggestions agree with previous data showing increased 
activity in the ventrolateral posterior nucleus of the thalamus with interlimb transfer of 
a sequence skill [56]. The anatomical position of the ventrolateral posterior nucleus of 
the thalamus is such that it can mediate interlimb transfer following SES, serving as a 
sensory relay, receiving cerebellar predictions, and projecting to the SMA through dense 
and reciprocal connections [58]. Therefore, we speculate that interlimb transfer after 
sensory interventions such as SES are at least partly caused by subcortical motor circuits 
that have contralateral projections to the non-stimulated hemisphere. This suggestion is 
supported by experimental data showing that priming the right hemisphere by applying 
SES to the left hand during right-hand motor practice did not augment interlimb transfer 
support this suggestion [59]. Taken together, the present data show that SES can induce 
skill learning by increasing activity and connectivity in the stimulated left hemisphere. 
Because SES did not induce plastic changes in the non-stimulated right hemisphere, we 
speculate that SES-induced interlimb transfer to the left hand is partly the result of the 
involvement of subcortical motor circuits after SES.
5.4.3 Limitations
First, the relationship between anatomical locations and EEG electrodes is not optimal. In 
addition, EEG did not allow us to examine connectivity between neocortical and subcortical 
structures that may be relevant for the acquisition and consolidation of visuomotor skills 
[56]. Second, because the conservative nature of the PSI analysis reduced the statistical 
power of the correlation analyses, it is difficult to extend the present results to the 
general population. Still, the increased connectivity estimates in the present study fit 
nicely with the literature and illustrate how anterior-posterior shifts in activity towards 
M1, S1, and the parietal cortex can provide for motor memory consolidation and that 
such adaptations are at least one of potentially multiple potential mechanisms underlying 
skill stabilization. Despite this, the PSI analysis may still have suffered from reference-
electrode-induced artifacts because the connectivity estimates were not reference-free 
[60]. Finally, we did not include a measure of muscle activity to control for muscle activity 
during SES or examine changes in corticomuscular connectivity with motor learning, 
while such connectivity may be involved in motor learning processes [61]. 
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5.4.4 Conclusion
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that examined the neuronal 
mechanisms of SES-induced improvements in motor performance using EEG-derived 
metrics of use-dependent plasticity. We showed that 20 minutes of weak peripheral 
sensory stimulation in the form of SES induced motor skill acquisition and consolidation 
in the stimulated right hand, and primed the consolidation of interlimb transfer to the 
non-stimulated left hand. Increases in sensorimotor activity and information flow from S1 
and the parietal cortex to M1 in the stimulated left hemisphere correlated, respectively, 
with the acquisition and consolidation of a visuomotor skill following SES. In contrast, 
interlimb transfer was not mediated by such mechanisms suggesting the involvement of 
other structures or mechanisms such as subcortical motor networks. In conclusion, weak 
peripheral sensory inputs produce skill acquisition, consolidation, and interlimb transfer 
that coincide with different cortical adaptations including enhanced sensorimotor activity 
and connectivity. 
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The role of the sensory system in voluntary motor actions has been acknowledged for 
130 years and in the first reports referred to as the “muscular sense” [1]. In line with 
this notion, almost 50 years ago electrophysiological data in capuchin monkeys showed 
that afferent sensory stimulation activates neurons in the primary motor cortex (M1) [2]. 
Accumulating evidence indicates that sensory stimulation not only modifies neuronal 
activity [3] and excitability [4] in the central nervous systems’ motor regions, but that 
it also increases motor performance in patients suffering from neurological disorders 
[5,6]. From a neurorehabilitation perspective, such effects are indeed promising, and in 
depth understanding of the neuronal mechanisms underlying these effects can optimize 
rehabilitation protocols. The present thesis adds to this body of literature by systematically 
evaluating the effects of low-intensity peripheral nerve stimulation, somatosensory 
electrical stimulation (SES), on motor skill acquisition, consolidation, and interlimb 
transfer and the adaptations in synaptic plasticity mediating these effects in a healthy 
population. Specifically, we developed models of how SES increases motor performance 
in the stimulated and non-stimulated limb (chapter 2), and tested these models in a series 
of experiments using non-invasive transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS; Chapters 3 
and 4) and electroencephalography (EEG; Chapter 5). Overall, the present thesis showed 
that SES can induce skill acquisition, consolidation, and interlimb transfer to the non-
stimulated homologous limb that coincided with use-dependent adaptations in cortical 
excitability, activity, and connectivity. In this chapter, I will discuss the main findings 
of this thesis and focus on the emerging picture of the use-dependent adaptations in 
synaptic plasticity in the different stages of SES-induced motor learning, the similarities 
in neuronal adaptations after active motor practice and passive SES, and the clinical 
implications of the findings in the present thesis. 
6.2 SENSORY STIMULATION INCREASES MOTOR PERFORMANCE: A SCIENTIFIC 
AND CLINICAL PERSPECTIVE
In agreement with the hypothesis (Figure 2.2, model A) and data from other sensory 
modalities [7-9], the present thesis confirms data in stroke patients and shows that 
unilateral right-hand SES robustly induces right-hand skill acquisition and consolidation 
up to 7 days after SES (chapters 3-5; Table 6.1) [5,6]. In addition to such ‘direct’ effects, 
we showed for the first time and consistently with the hypothesis (Figure 2.2, Model 
C) that SES can also have ‘crossed’ effects to the non-stimulated left hand immediately 
(chapter 3) and 24 hours after SES (chapter 5; Table 6.1). The notion that unilateral motor 
training results in bilateral increases in motor performance has been reported for over 
100 years and is commonly referred to as ‘interlimb transfer’ or ‘cross-education’ [10]. 
Because interlimb transfer effects are generally small (7-10%), augmenting interlimb 
transfer can have clinically meaningful implications for the rehabilitation of hemiparetic 
patients with sensory deficits who are unable or unwilling to perform voluntary 
contractions with their affected limb. In addition to mirror training [7], the present thesis 
now provides an alternative approach to produce crossed effects that have the potential 
to be clinically meaningful. Although motor practice and SES alone both produced 
interlimb transfer, the combined inputs from active motor practice and passive SES did 
not complement each other but rather seemed to interfere when motor practice and 
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SES were administered simultaneously (chapter 3). From a scientific as well as a clinical 
perspective, it is interesting and important to understand 1) how SES induces ‘direct’ 
and ‘crossed’ immediate and delayed effects on motor performance, and 2) how SES and 
motor practice should be combined to make the two interventions complementary. The 
present thesis systematically evaluated the first research question in a visuomotor model. 
To adequately study neuronal mechanisms in healthy young adults that reflect adaptations 
in patients’ central nervous system, a behavioral model is required that simulates patients’ 
behavioral responses in healthy adults. In stroke patients, the range in the magnitude of 
skill acquisition (5 to 27%) and consolidation (9 to 21%) in response to SES is large 
[5,6,11-13]. This variability is at least partly caused by differences in motor task complexity 
because stroke patients’ motor performance increased more in simple ballistic tasks (23%) 
compared to complex functional tasks requiring the integration of visual, tactile, and 
motor information (15%). The increases in healthy adults’ motor performance after SES 
in the visuomotor task (chapters 3-5) were comparable to increases in functional motor 
performance in patients and thus the visuomotor task provides a reasonable estimation of 
the neuronal mechanisms underlying SES in patients, although complete generalization 
is impossible by definition. Taken together, this thesis showed that SES has immediate 
and delayed ‘direct’ and ‘crossed’ effects on motor performance in healthy young adults 
that neared results obtained in stroke patients, making neurophysiological data obtained 
in healthy adults also relevant for stroke patients and likely other neurological patient 
populations.   
6.3 USE-DEPENDENT SYNAPTIC PLASTICITY AFTER SES DEPENDS ON THE STAGE 
OF MOTOR LEARNING
Use-dependent adaptations in synaptic plasticity after SES in healthy young adults 
include increases in cortical excitability, activity, and connectivity (chapters 3-5). The 
application of sensory input in the form of SES increases brain activity in primary and 
secondary sensory and motor areas, as well as activity in the cerebellum and parietal 
cortex [2,3,14-20]. In addition, SES increases corticospinal excitability and reduces 
 
 Left hand  Right hand 
 Day 1 Day 2 Day 7  Day 1 Day 2 Day 7 
        Chapter 3 6%* X X  6%* X X 
Chapter 4 X X X  4% 10%* 12%* 
Chapter 5 1% 8%* X  6%* 9%* X 
Average 4% 8%   5% 10% 12% 
	
Table 6.1: Increases in motor performance after somatosensory 
electrical stimulation
Increases in in left and right hand motor performance after right-hand 
somatosensory electrical stimulation (SES) immediately (Day 1), 24 hours 
(Day 2), and seven days after SES (Day 7) that are corrected for increases 
in motor performance after sham stimulation. X, not measured; *, p < 0.05. 
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intracortical inhibition [4,5,21]. There is, however, limited evidence that such localized 
increases in activity and excitability are functionally meaningful for increasing motor 
performance. For example, data in healthy young individuals (chapters 3 and 4) showed 
in line with a recent meta-analysis [22] that changes in cortical excitability after SES 
are not sufficiently sensitive to describe complex behavior. In contrast, measures that 
reflect activity and connectivity within the sensorimotor network including the precentral 
motor areas, postcentral sensory area, integrative parietal area, and subcortical motor 
structures did correlate with increases in motor performance in a task that requires the 
integration of proprioceptive, visual, and motor information (chapter 5). Interestingly, the 
feature of such network-specific plasticity that is predominantly responsible for increases 
in motor performance appears to depend on the stage of motor learning. Specifically, 
TMS, EEG, and functional magnetic resonance imaging data together suggest that 
localized increases in activity and excitability facilitate skill acquisition (chapter 3-5). The 
increased excitability and activity levels in anteriorly located areas returned to baseline 
after SES has stopped (chapter 4 and 5). In contrast, synaptic functional connectivity 
between posteriorly located sensory and integrative cortices with M1 strengthened 
offline and correlated with motor memory consolidation after SES (chapter 5). While 
these patterns may be true for the effects in the stimulated limb, the present thesis could 
not provide conclusive evidence on what mechanisms underlie interlimb transfer to the 
non-stimulated limb. As discussed in chapter 5, it is possible that plasticity of subcortical 
structures contributed to interlimb transfer after SES.
6.4 SIMILARITIES BETWEEN SYNAPTIC PLASTICITY AFTER PASSIVE SES AND 
ACTIVE MOTOR PRACTICE
The adaptations in central nervous system plasticity that coincide with increases in 
motor performance after passive SES show remarkable similarities with the adaptations 
after active motor practice. In line with a series of experiments examining cortical 
plasticity in response to visuomotor learning [23-25] and SES [4,21], motor practice 
and SES increased corticospinal excitability similarly immediately after the intervention 
(chapter 3). Increases in corticospinal excitability after motor practice and SES are likely 
mediated by similar long-term potentiation-like mechanisms as indicated by drug studies 
[4,26]. Such correspondence also fits nicely with the overlap in brain areas that become 
active after motor practice and SES [27]. In addition to the similarities in localized 
measures, increases in activity of sensorimotor regions together reflected by the N30 
somatosensory evoked potential after motor practice [28] and SES (chapter 5) followed 
an identical pattern. Collectively, these data suggest that the mechanisms that mediate 
skill acquisition after SES and motor practice are comparable, if not similar. In addition 
to skill acquisition, there is also resemblance in the neuronal adaptations after motor 
practice and SES during motor memory consolidation. Functional magnetic resonance 
imaging data revealed an anterior-posterior shift in brain activity in 6 hours following 
motor practice [29,30]. Together with experimental evidence showing that functional 
connectivity strengthens offline after motor practice [31], such shifts in activity provide 
a basis for the observation that information flow from posteriorly located sensory and 
integrative areas to M1 correlate with motor memory consolidation when measured 24 
hours after motor practice [Veldman et al., in revision] and SES (chapter 5). 
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While the overlap between the mechanisms that coincide with right-hand skill 
acquisition and consolidation after right-hand motor practice and SES is evident, this 
correspondence is not so clear for interlimb transfer. For example, SES but not motor 
practice increased corticospinal excitability in the right non-intervention M1 and 
decreased interhemispheric inhibition (chapter 3). On the contrary, motor practice 
increased interhemispheric connectivity and connectivity within the right hemisphere 
[Veldman et al., in revision], while such adaptations in functional connectivity were 
absent after SES (chapter 5). Thus, although the neuronal mechanisms for right-hand 
skill acquisition and consolidation are comparable after SES and motor practice, the 
mechanisms may be different for interlimb transfer. The literature identifies three possible 
mechanisms underlying interlimb transfer, the ‘bilateral access’ and ‘cross-activation’ 
hypotheses that predict involvement of the corpus callosum in the transfer of motor skills 
[32], and an alternative hypothesis that argues a ‘tutoring’ role of M1 to subcortical motor 
structures [33]. Because interlimb transfer occurred after SES in the presence (chapter 
3) and absence (chapter 5) of interhemispheric plasticity, it is likely that not only one of 
the proposed mechanisms but rather a combination of interhemispheric and subcortical 
plasticity mediated interlimb transfer. Altogether, the present thesis showed that the 
synaptic plasticity mediating right-hand performance increases after SES resemble the 
cortical adaptations after motor practice indicating general motor learning mechanisms, 
and that such correspondence was absent for interlimb transfer. 
6.5 CLINICAL PERSPECTIVE
For the motor rehabilitation of neurological patients, it is essential to understand how 
patients relearn motor skills, and how different types of intervention augment the 
relearning of motor skills. In line with clinical studies [5,6], the present thesis reinforced 
suggestions dating back 30 years and show that sensory stimulation in the form of SES 
induces skill acquisition and consolidation, and showed in addition that SES can also 
induce interlimb transfer. The observation that increases in motor performance after 
passive SES and active motor practice seem to rely on similar neuronal mechanisms 
provides important implications for rehabilitation practice. While the Dutch standard 
stroke care as well as the American Stroke Association only list physical and occupational 
therapy as treatments for recovery after stroke and thus focus solely on the motor 
component of motor (re)learning, the present thesis provides clear evidence that taking 
the sensory component into account can greatly benefit rehabilitation care, especially 
when SES and motor practice are coupled so that they are complementary. However, this 
coupling is not easy because just simultaneously delivering SES during motor practice 
did not augment skill acquisition and interlimb transfer (chapter 3). Part of the lack of 
effects may have been caused by presynaptic inhibition of cutaneous afferent information 
during voluntary muscle contractions [34,35]. It is unclear whether such presynaptic 
inhibition also caused the lack of effects during spatially priming interlimb transfer [36]. 
Future studies are needed to examine whether temporal priming or matching of sensory 
and motor afferent input can make passive SES and active motor practice complementary.
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6.6 LIMITATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The present thesis has some limitations. First, the neurophysiological methods we used 
in the present thesis, TMS and EEG, have limited spatial resolution. Although a series of 
papers showed the value of TMS but especially of EEG in motor learning [23-25,28,37], 
the spatial resolution of both methods is limited. Functional magnetic resonance imaging 
may provide further insights, and therefore future studies combining EEG with functional 
magnetic resonance imaging are encouraged. Another major caveat is that data obtained 
in young healthy adults can never be fully extended to patient populations, especially 
because there is also an age difference such as between healthy young adults and stroke 
patients. However, data in healthy participants provide fundamental insights into the 
relationship between SES and motor learning and can serve as a basis for subsequent 
clinical studies. Furthermore, there are several questions that remain unanswered 
but are important to increase the effectiveness of sensory protocols such as SES. As 
previously discussed, the first and perhaps most important question is how SES should be 
combined with active motor practice in patient populations to make the two interventions 
complementary. Additionally, because a previous study showed that motor performance 
increased just slightly more (25%) after 12 sessions (4 weeks of 3 sessions, 120 minutes 
each) compared to a single session of SES [38], it is unknown whether session frequency 
and duration impact motor performance and synaptic plasticity.
6.7 CONCLUSIONS
The present thesis examined how weak peripheral nerve stimulation increases skill 
acquisition, consolidation, and interlimb transfer by quantifying cortical activity, 
excitability, and connectivity. While the immediate effects of SES on skill acquisition and 
interlimb transfer were small and somewhat inconsistent, SES consistently facilitated 
the consolidation of the acquired skills into motor memory. With the acquisition and 
consolidation of a manual visuomotor skill, adaptations in synaptic plasticity occurred 
that depended on the stage of motor learning. That is, increases in localized activity and 
excitability coincided with immediate effects, while offline strengthening of functional 
connectivity correlated with motor memory consolidation. Although the findings of the 
present thesis cannot be directly extended to patient populations, the effects of SES 
observed in a healthy population could, if applied adequately, result in magnified effects 
in patient populations. In addition, the findings in this thesis could serve as a basis for 
future fundamental and clinical studies aiming to improve SES protocols to optimize the 
relearning of motor skills suffering from neurological disorders that affect the sensory 
and motor system. In conclusion, this thesis provides clear evidence that SES can induce 
motor skill acquisition, consolidation, and interlimb transfer that occur in a related 
fashion with adaptations in synaptic plasticity that depend on the stage of motor learning.
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Successful acquisition and execution of motor skills require an intact motor but also 
high functioning sensory system. Consequently, impairments in sensory function are 
associated with decreased motor function in healthy individuals and patients. It is 
therefore not surprising that enhancing sensory input using somatosensory electrical 
stimulation (SES), in this thesis defined as low-intensity (i.e., below motor threshold) 
electrical stimulation of peripheral nerves that excites cutaneous and proprioceptive 
afferents, can increases motor performance. However, the neuronal mechanisms 
underlying these effects are incompletely understood. The aim of the present thesis was 
therefore to examine the effects of SES on the acquisition, consolidation, and interlimb 
transfer of a manual visuomotor skill, and in addition examine the neuronal mechanisms 
mediating this effect.
To that purpose, in chapter 2 we reviewed the behavioral, neuroanatomical, and 
neurophysiological changes that are associated with SES and developed four theoretical 
models of how SES increases motor performance in the stimulated and non-stimulated 
hand. To test these models, we performed a series of experiments that systematically 
evaluated the effects of SES on motor performance and synaptic plasticity using 
transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and electroencephalography (EEG).
In chapter 3, we examined whether right-hand motor practice and SES induced 
skill acquisition and interlimb transfer, and whether these interventions combined 
had additional effects. In addition, we examined whether changes in corticospinal 
excitability, intracortical inhibition and facilitation, and interhemispheric inhibition 
occurred alongside increases in motor performance. Overall, increases in right and left-
hand motor performance after SES and motor practice were accompanied by increases in 
corticospinal excitability and decreases in intracortical and interhemispheric inhibition. A 
combination of motor practice and SES did not additionally increase motor performance. 
Because the effects of SES can outlast the duration of stimulation, we examined 
whether SES can also induce motor memory consolidation (chapter 4). Although motor 
performance did not increase immediately after SES, SES increased motor performance 
on Days 2 and 7. In contrast, corticospinal excitability measured by TMS only increased 
immediately after SES, suggesting that skill acquisition and motor memory consolidation 
are mediated by different neuronal mechanisms. 
In chapters 3 and 4, changes in neuronal excitability measured by TMS did not correlate 
with increases in motor performance after SES. However, SES-induced increases in motor 
performance likely not only involve the primary motor cortex assessed with TMS, but 
also, among others, the primary sensory cortex and integrative parietal cortex. Therefore 
we examined whether sensorimotor integration or connectivity between sensory and 
integrative regions with the primary motor cortex underlie right and left-hand skill 
acquisition and motor memory consolidation after right-hand SES using EEG (chapter 
5). Skill acquisition was associated with increased sensorimotor integration while skill 
consolidation correlated with increased effective connectivity. In contrast, interlimb 
transfer after SES was not associated with EEG-derived measures of synaptic plasticity, 
which may indicate subcortical involvement in these effects. 
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Chapter 6 summarizes and discusses the main results of the thesis. Overall, the present 
thesis showed that SES can induce skill acquisition, consolidation, and interlimb transfer 
to the non-stimulated homologous limb that coincided with use-dependent adaptations 
in cortical excitability, activity, and connectivity. The adaptations in synaptic plasticity 
differed depending on the stage of motor learning and were remarkably similar to the 
adaptations after active motor practice. Together, these data suggest that taking the 
sensory component into account can greatly benefit rehabilitation care of neurological 
patients suffering from sensory and motor dysfunctions. In conclusion, this thesis 
provides clear evidence that SES can induce motor skill acquisition, consolidation, and 
interlimb transfer that occur in a related fashion with adaptations in synaptic plasticity 
that depend on the stage of motor learning. 
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SAMENVATTING
Het correct aanleren en uitvoeren van motorische vaardigheden vereist niet alleen 
een intact motorisch systeem, maar ook een goed functionerend sensorisch systeem. 
Hieruit volgt logischerwijs dat bij schade aan het sensorische systeem ook de motorische 
uitvoering is aangedaan. Het omgekeerde is ook waar: het stimuleren van het sensorische 
systeem door middel van somatosensorische elektrische stimulatie (SES), in dit 
proefschrift gedefinieerd als lage-intensiteit (d.w.z. onder de motorische drempelwaarde) 
sensorische elektrische stimulatie, kan motorische prestaties verbeteren. Echter, de 
precieze neurale mechanismen die hieraan ten grondslag liggen zijn nog onbekend. Het 
doel van dit proefschrift was daarom het onderzoeken van de effecten van SES op de 
acquisitie, retentie, and intermanuele transfer van een visuomotorische vaardigheid, en 
de neurale mechanismen die deze effecten veroorzaken.
Om deze doelen te bereiken hebben we in hoofdstuk 2 de veranderingen in gedrag, 
neuroanatomie, en neurofysiologie als gevolg van SES gereviewed en vier theoretische 
modellen ontwikkeld die voorspellen hoe SES motorische prestaties in de gestimuleerde 
en niet-gestimuleerde hand verbetert. Om deze modellen te testen hebben we vervolgens 
een aantal experimenten uitgevoerd met transcraniele magnetische stimulatie (TMS) en 
elektroencefalografie (EEG).
In het eerste TMS-experiment, beschreven in hoofdstuk 3, hebben we de ‘directe’ en 
‘gekruisde’ effecten van SES bestudeerd, en onderzocht of het toevoegen van SES 
tijdens actieve training de motorische prestatie kan vergroten in samenspraak met 
veranderingen in de corticospinale prikkelbaarheid, intracorticale en interhemisferische 
inhibitie en facilitatie. Zowel actieve training als SES verhoogden de motorische prestatie 
en corticospinale prikkelbaarheid in de gestimuleerde en niet-gestimuleerde kant, maar 
SES tijdens actieve training had geen toegevoegd effect.
Omdat de effecten van SES langer aanhouden dan de periode waarin gestimuleerd 
wordt, hebben we in hoofdstuk 4 de hypothese getest dat SES de retentie van motorische 
prestaties en corticospinale prikkelbaarheid na één en zeven dagen kan bewerkstelligen. 
De resultaten lieten zien dat hoewel corticospinale prikkelbaarheid meteen na SES 
verhoogd was, de verbeteringen op de motorische vaardigheden voornamelijk zichtbaar 
waren na één en zeven dagen, wat erop duidt dat acquisitie en retentie van een motorische 
vaardigheid veroorzaakt worden door verschillende neurale mechanismen.
Verhoogde prestaties op de motorische vaardigheid in hoofdstukken 3 en 4 correleerden 
niet met plasticiteit gemeten in de primaire motor cortex met behulp van TMS. Echter, het 
leren van een complexe vaardigheid vereist betrokkenheid van meerdere hersengebieden 
en niet alleen de primaire motor cortex maar onder andere ook de sensorische cortex en 
de parietale cortex. Om die reden hebben we de activiteit binnen en connectiviteit tussen 
deze gebieden bestudeerd tijdens acquisitie en retentie na SES in de gestimuleerde en 
niet-gestimuleerde hand met behulp van EEG (hoofdstuk 5). De resultaten lieten zien dat 
acquisitie van een complex motorische vaardigheid geassocieerd was met verhoogde 
activiteit in sensorimotor gebieden terwijl retentie juist geassocieerd was met verhoogde 
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connectiviteit tussen die gebieden. Intermanuele transfer na SES was niet geassocieerd 
met dergelijke veranderingen, wat doet vermoeden dat subcorticale structuren betrokken 
zijn bij deze processen.
Hoofdstuk 6 behandelt de belangrijkste resultaten van dit proefschrift, en laat zien dat 
SES resulteert in acquisitie, retentie, and intermanuele transfer van complex motorische 
vaardigheiden. Deze effecten gaan gepaard met veranderingen in synaptische plasticiteit 
die afhangen van de fase van motorisch leren. Daarnaast lijken de corticale aanpassingen 
als gevolg van SES erg op de aanpassingen na actieve training. Alle resultaten samen 
suggereren dat het invoeren van een sensorische component gunstig kan zijn voor de 
revalidatie van patienten met sensorische en motorische aandoeningen. Concluderend, 
dit proefschrift laat duidelijk zien dat SES de acquisitie, retentie en intermanuele 
transfer van complex motorische vaardigheden kan veroorzaken en dat deze verhoogde 
motorische prestaties gepaard gaan met aanpassingen in synaptische plasticiteit die 
afhangen van de fase van motorisch leren. 
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